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Synopsis
This report describes a methodical approach to performance measurement experiments. This approach gives a
blueprint for the whole trajectory from the notion of performance measures and how to define them via planning,
instrumentation and execution of the experiments to interpretation of the results.
The first stage of the approach, Measurement Initialisation, has been worked out completely. It is shown that a
well-defined system description allows a procedural approach to defining performance measures and to identifying
parameters that might affect it.
For the second stage of the approach, Measurement Planning, concepts are defined that enable a clear experiment description or specification. It is highlighted what actually is being measured when executing an experiment.
A brief example that illustrates the value of the method and a comparison with an existing method - that of Jaincomplete this report.
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1.

Introduction

From papers in journals and at conferences, international projects and information available
from companies it is clear that in the field of performance evaluation and testing of high speed
networks a significant amount of work is done. However, we have a strong impression that there
is a gap to be filled in spite of all that work. Almost all performance evaluation work relates to
mathematical models and simulation of networks. On the other hand, most of the work in the
area of testing relates to conformance testing. If any performance testing is done, it looks as if
it is kept secret, possibly on purpose (companies may be tetchy when confronted with “the performance” of their system).
The gap mentioned earlier seems to be in a precise, systematic approach towards measuring
real-world systems with regard to performance. Such an approach should address the following
aspects of a measurement activity:
• the prerequisites (conditions sine qua non) and the requirements (quality constraints) of the
activity
• the specification/prescription/description of the activity
• the execution of the activity itself, the process of doing it
• the product of an activity, its result
As the measurement activity itself is a complex activity, we break it down into several stages
and steps. A systematic approach toward measurements should address all aspects mentioned
above for each stage and step. The main source that we know of who describes a methodical
approach for performance evaluation of computer systems is Jain [12]. We feel that we can
build upon his achievement and enhance and refine his approach with respect to the following
issues:
• the method needs to be specialised to telecommunication networks for our purposes
• concepts need to be defined precisely and the role they play in the method needs to be
explained
• the role of the system description in the measurement activity needs to be clarified
• an experiment-description method needs to be provided
• empirical aspects -measurements in a real-world system- need to be taken into account
• evaluation system issues need to be taken into account
• instrumentation1 issues need to be taken into account
In this report we offer our enhanced version of Jain’s approach. Our area of interest is that of
signalling networks for ATM-like systems (both LANs and WANs), although we feel that the
method may be applicable to networking in general. Moreover we are interested in real-world
measurements rather than simulations or analytical models.
1. An instrumented system is a system to which an evaluation system is attached.
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The document is required to serve different purposes, it has to
• give a general outline of activities and milestones of a measurement activity
• provide a list of items that are necessary for a measurement activity to be successful
• be of assistance in writing project proposals for a measurement activity
First we present a short general overview of the possible uses of measurements (Chapter 2).
In Chapter 3 we outline the structure of a measurement activity as we see it. This report focuses
on the specification of performance measures (Chapter 4) and on the specification of measurement experiments (Chapter 5). In Chapter 6 a brief example is given by which the meaning is
explained of some concepts that structure the whole measurement activity. In Chapter 7 our
method is compared against the one of Jain. Conclusions are drawn in Chapter 8.
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2.

Usage of Measurements

This section shows the four major areas for the use of measurements that can be distinguished. For the time being the focus of this paper will be on measurements to support empirical
performance evaluation.

2.1.

Performance and Reliability

It is possible to use measurements for different purposes for performance models. Measurements of an actual system can be used to build performance models, for instance by observing
the time-dependent behaviour of a system.
Secondly, measurements can be used to parameterise performance models. For instance, one
can drive a simulation model using traffic measurements from real systems.
Last but not least, measurements are very important in order to validate performance models,
that is comparing the results from analytic or simulation models with (combinations of) measurements estimating the performance measures of interest.

2.2.

QoS Assessment

For B-ISDN networks, the measures of service quality as perceived by customers are not
clearly defined as yet. However, when they are, measurements can be an important source to
monitor quality of service of a network at the UNI. Within the network measurements that show
unavailability of resources, faults and repair times (to name a few) will be of interest to the network operator.

2.3.

Control Action Choice/Guidance

Measurements are useful in taking or guiding control decisions in the network. This can take
place on both small and large time scales. A well-known example of usage on a small time scale
is decisions in leaky bucket operations using cell-by-cell measurements. An example of the latter is to change a network configuration because a certain resource keeps yielding a bad quality.

2.4.

Economic Assessment and Planning

The use of measurements in this field is based on many measurements over long periods of
time, in order to decide what major changes to the network topology are needed, what revenue
the network gives or how fast business is growing.
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3.

Structure of a Measurement Activity

A measurement activity can be divided into several stages on the basis of what is viewed as
being important at what time. Based on that observation, the five main stages that can be recognised are Measurement Initialisation (see Chapter 4), Measurement Planning (see Chapter 5),
Measurement Instrumentation, Measurement Action and Measurement Processing.
The latter three stages are not as yet fully worked out, but are provided here to provide context for the stages that are.
At the Measurement Initialisation stage the goal is to describe what one is interested in
(“What do you want to know?”). A description of the system of discourse (the total system
which is of importance to the measurement activity and about which sufficient information is
available) is used to generate a definition of the performance measures. The ‘system under test’
concept is used to delineate that part of the system of discourse, the quantitative aspects of
which one is really interested in. The ‘component under study’ concept is used to indicate that
part of the system under test which is somehow varied.
This stage consists of:
• statement of objectives (what do you want to measure and why do you want to do it?)
• a description of the system in as far as it is known and relevant to the goals
• the delineation of the system under test (SUT) and (optionally) the component under study
(CUS) in the system of discourse
• identification, selection and definition of performance measures1 of interest
• identification of the parameters of influence induced by the system description
The result of this stage consists of the precise definition of the measures one is interested in
and an overview of the parameters that are expected to affect them, as far as can be concluded
from the system description. This stage is detailed in Chapter 4 of this report.
The second stage, Measurement Planning, relates to the question “How to measure what you
identified or defined in the previous stage?”. In answer to this question, an experiment is specified for each performance measure. An ‘experiment’ consists of a set of ‘experiment-runs’,
where an experiment-run is an activity in which the statistical properties of a particular ‘performance-measure instance’ are investigated. A performance-measure instance is a
performance measure, of which all parameters of influence have been assigned a value.
This stage contains the following steps, which need to be applied for each performance
measure found in the first stage:
• identification of the workload parameters (using knowledge about the usage of the system)

1. A performance measure is also often called a performance metric. We consider these two terms to be
synonyms.
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• definition of the performance-measure function (a mapping of parameters of influence to
an instance of the measure)
• selection of the parameters to be varied in the experiment
• selection of values for the parameters to be fixed in the experiment
• selection of values for the parameters to be varied in the experiment
• qualitative formulation of the expectations (with respect to results of the experiment for
each performance-measure instance)
• consideration of statistical constraints or requirements for validity of the results
The result of this stage is a specification of an experiment for each performance measure defined in stage 1. This specification consists of the set of performance-measure instances for each
defined measure. The last two steps concentrate on the statistical properties of such an instantiated performance measure. An example of this is the expectation of the experimenter with
respect to the effects of a change of parameters on the probability distribution function (PDF)
of the measure. Ideas with respect to this stage are detailed in Chapter 5 of this report.
After the first two stages it is clear what one needs to know and how to measure that (in a
‘language’ domain, not yet in a real-world domain). The next stage is the Measurement Instrumentation stage in which the ‘real-world’ system of discourse is prepared for the real-world
measurements using the real-world evaluation system to assess it. The evaluation system is the
system which interacts with the system of discourse, both to provide stimuli to it and to measure
the reaction to those stimuli.
We think that in this stage the limitations of the system identified in the first stage as well as
of the evaluation system should be taken into account:
• consideration of realisation aspects of the system
• consideration of realisation aspects of the evaluation system
• consideration of the interaction between the system and the evaluation system
We think that it is useful to separate real-world issues from specification issues. However, as
measurement experiment takes place in the real world, a separate stage is needed to deal with
these real-world issues. In general we expect the real-world to restrict what can be done.
The result of this stage is an ‘instrumented’ system of discourse and ‘restricted’ experiment
specifications.
Executing the experiment-runs for all experiments in the real-world, using the instrumented
system of discourse, constitutes the fourth stage, Measurement Action (“Do it”).
The result of this stage is a collection of raw (not yet interpreted) measurement data, e.g. in
ASCII files.
The final stage, Measurement Processing, rounds off the measurement activity by processing
the raw measurement data to satisfy the original goal. Issues here are data reduction, providing
statistically significant values for the performance-measure estimates and further interpret re-
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sults as necessary, plus presenting those results in a useful way.
The result of this stage is (hopefully) satisfaction of the goals stated in stage 1.
In theory one can follow the steps of these stages in the order as given, this would constitute
the execution of an ‘idealised’ measurement activity. In practice however, it may be necessary
to backtrack to earlier steps now and then, for instance because the performance measure of interest found in stage 1 cannot be measured in the system (found out in stage 3).
Additionally, experimenters will take into account realisation aspects much earlier to avoid
extra work. However, these considerations do not diminish the value of the stages and steps.
An overview of the method is given in Table 1.
Table 1:
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1. Measurement Initialisation
(Define measures of interest and identify parameters of influence)
1. State objectives
2. Describe system as far as known and relevant to goals
3. Delineate system under test and (optionally) component under study
in system
4. Identify candidate performance measures
5. Select performance measures of interest
6. Define performance measures of interest
7. Identify parameters of influence induced by system description
2. Measurement Planning
(Specify experiments to obtain measures)
For each performance measure of stage 1:
1. Identify workload parameters
2. Define performance-measure function
3. Select parameters to be varied in experiment
4. Select values for parameters to be fixed in experiment
5. Select values for parameters to be varied in experiment
6. Formulate expectations with respect to results of experiment
7. Consider statistical constraints/requirements for valid results
3. Measurement Instrumentation
(Connect measurement equipment to real-world system)
1. Consider realisation aspects of system
2. Consider realisation aspects of evaluation system
3. Consider interaction between system and evaluation system
4. Measurement Action
(Collect measurement data)
For each performance measure:
1. Execute experiment
5. Measurement Processing
(Process resulting data)
Table 1: Methodical Approach to Performance Measurement Experiments
- Stages and Steps
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4.

Measurement Initialisation

This chapter is subdivided into sections according to the steps of the Stage 1: ‘Measurement
Initialisation’ shown in Table 1.

4.1.

Statement of Objectives of Measurement Activity

To start a performance measurement activity, we need to have a clear idea of what we want
to get out of it. By this we mean that the objectives should be formulated explicitly, hence one
should avoid vagueness and implicitness. The motivation for this is twofold. First of all, a performance measurement activity is a difficult task which, in general, involves a lot of work. This
is in itself already a sufficient reason for the formulation of goals. Second, because the system
considered may be very complex1 and there are many things that you can potentially measure
in many ways, we need to find our way in this virtual jungle of possibilities. A clear statement
of the objectives of the activity, both the ‘why’ and the ‘what’, can help us to find this way.
What ‘clear’ is however, is not so obvious, as is illustrated by an example-question in
Chapter 6.
Important to address is that these objectives need not be constant in time. In the course of a
performance measurement activity it may become apparent that an objective cannot be met, or
only partially. This will cause the objectives to be reformulated and thus affects the performance
measurement activity.
The objective of performance measurements is to characterise the (behaviour of the) system
under consideration in a quantitative way. This characterisation may serve many different purposes, for instance:
• to enable comparison with competitive systems;
• to provide a means to select the most suitable components when designing a
communication network;
• to find bottlenecks in a design;
• to provide data for performance modelling and the validation of performance models;
• to investigate scalability of the system;
• to benchmark the system.
All purposes above aim at gathering information about the system itself. In order to do so
however, one needs information about quantitative aspects of system-usage as well (see
Chapter 5). The gathering of information about system-usage may be a purpose for a measure1. A complex system is made up of a large number of different constituent parts that inter-relate in time
and space with one another. [M. Binswanger. Information und Entropie. Campus Verlag, Frankfurt,
1992. p 73.Translation into English by the authors].
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ment activity in itself (workload characterisation).
Of course, the purpose of a performance measurement activity may also consist of a combination of these. In general, the more you can say about the objectives, the better guidance it is.

4.2.

System Description

For a performance measurement activity one always needs a certain description of the system
involved, regardless of the method followed in the activity. In our method we impose moderate
requirements on the description, as is made clear below. In general one needs both a description
of the structure of the system and a description of the behaviour of the system. It is important to
realise that one wants to use a system description; providing a system description is not a goal
in itself. In case the nature of the description differs significantly from the one we assume in this
report, the method as presented here may need to be adapted. This is outside the scope of this
report.
The subsections of this section should not be read as separate substeps. Their purpose is to
clarify issues in the description of a system. Section 4.2.1 introduces a number of concepts that
can be used to delineate parts of the ‘total’ system that are important to the measurement activity, namely system of discourse (containing a System Under Test and possibly a Component
Under Study) and evaluation system (consisting of a workload generating system and a measurement system). Section 4.2.2 explains how results from a design activity can be used in a
measurement activity and what the relation is between the system description used in Stage 1
of our method and the real-world system in which measurements are actually performed in
Stage 4. Section 4.2.3 introduces the ‘language concepts’ that we use for system description,
taken from OSI and ITU-T. Section 4.2.4 and Section 4.2.5 apply these concepts on a simple,
non-specific example for structure and behaviour respectively. In Section 4.2.6 the different
ways for grouping of behaviour in both languages are presented.
4.2.1.

System of Discourse and Evaluation System

The people involved in a measurement activity need to acquire a system description that is
both necessary and sufficient for the definition of performance measures, for the identification
of the parameters that affect performance and for the specification of the performance measurement experiments. By necessary and sufficient we mean that:
• This description should include at least those system parts that play a role in the
measurement activity.
• The structure of the description and the language concepts used should be ‘good’ enough
to allow usage in a measurement activity.
• The description should be at a correctly-chosen level of detail.
In general, the acquired system description will not fulfil these requirements: this acquired
description may include system parts that are not relevant for the measurement activity, it may
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use ill-defined concepts, it may be far too detailed or it may not be detailed enough. Therefore,
within the measurement activity the acquired system description needs to be adapted as necessary for this activity. If the acquired description is lacking essential information, a
supplementary description must be provided by the designers of the system if the measurement
activity is to be completed successfully.
The successful completion of a measurement activity depends at least partly (and very likely
to a great extent) on the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of the system description that is made available to (or
produced by) the people involved in a measurement activity.
Below, we provide some concepts that help to determine what to include in the system description and what to leave out.
What is necessary to include in a system description depends upon the goals of the measurement activity formulated in the first step of our approach. The result of adapting an acquired
system description to the needs of the measurement activity represents what we call the ‘system’
or ‘system of discourse’ (SoD). This system can be distinguished from the system that is used
to assess (parts of) it, the ‘evaluation system’ (see Figure 1a).
System of discourse

a.

Evaluation System

System of discourse and evaluation system.
System of discourse

Workload generating
System

SUT

b.

Measurement
System

Part of the system of discourse is the System Under Test (SUT).
Evaluation system consists of two parts with different functions.
System of discourse

SUT
CUS

c.

The Component Under study (CUS) is part of the SUT.
Figure 1. System of Discourse and Evaluation System

The evaluation system may exchange information with the system of discourse in a way that
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is at this moment left unspecified. There are two distinct information flows between system of
discourse and evaluation system: the evaluation system may stimulate or exercise the system of
discourse and it may retrieve information from this system (observe the system).
The evaluation system has two distinct purposes: it provides an environment for the SoD that
allows the SoD to execute its behaviour and it provides a monitoring function. So, using these
two purposes, the evaluation system itself can be separated into two constituent system parts:
the ‘workload generating system’ and the ‘measurement system’ (see Figure 1b.). The workload generating system provides stimuli for the system of discourse (or reacts to stimuli from
the SoD) and the measurement system gathers measurement data1.
The system of discourse also consists of two parts. The part that is the object of the measurement-based evaluation is called the ‘System Under Test’ (SUT). It is defined as:
System Under Test (SUT):
That part of the system of discourse of which the quantitative aspects of behaviour are under
study (keeping the qualitative aspects of behaviour the same).
So, in our approach we allow to consider the quantitative aspects of only a part of the SoD.
By describing more than only the SUT we are able to take into account that the non-SUT part
of the SoD may affect the performance of the SUT. It also enables us to take into account that
the non-SUT part may play a role in the workload generation (see Figure 1b and Section 7.2).
Sometimes -not necessarily in every measurement activity- there is a part of the SUT of
which the structure or the quantitative aspects of behaviour is varied during the study. It may be
so that parameters of this system part are changed (e.g. parameters that affect the internal structure of the component or parameters that directly specify quantitative aspects of its behaviour2)
or that the complete system part itself is exchanged for another one. It is this part of the SUT
that is called the ‘Component Under Study’ (CUS). It is defined as:
Component Under Study (CUS):
That part of the system under test of which the influence on the quantitative aspects of the
SUT is studied.
This can be done by varying the CUS’s system-structure-related parameters, or by varying
its quantitative system-behaviour-related parameters, or by providing alternatives for the
CUS with the same qualitative behaviour, or by simply measuring at the boundaries of both
CUS and SUT.

1. It is intentionally so that the concept of interaction [22] is not used to describe the relation between
measurement system and SoD. A workload generating system indeed interacts with the system of discourse, a measurement system however should influence the behaviour of the system of discourse as
little as possible. So there can be no co-operation between the two systems.
2. E.g. the processing capacity or transmission capacity of a component or bounds on its throughput.
Quantitative system properties are meant here, not quantitative aspects like the load of a component,
which should be interpreted as a signal property.
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The CUS is depicted in Figure 1c. Important is that a CUS is optional in a measurement activity, but the SUT is essential and mandatory. Be aware that the qualitative behaviour of the
CUS is not changed, for if this would be the case one has to adapt its system environment (parts
of the SUT outside the CUS) in such a way that the behaviour of the SUT does not change
qualitatively.
The importance of a good delineation of the SUT can be understood by presenting the role
the SUT plays in our method (see Section 4.3):
• The SUT determines the behaviour of which the quantitative aspects are studied. This
behaviour is called the SUT service (or sometimes the SUT services).
therefore
• The SUT service determines the (name of the) performance measures that (is) are used in
the activity.
• The SUT service determines the events that may trigger the measurements (the
measurement events): the occurrence of SUT-service-related interactions at the SUT
boundary or the occurrence of SUT-protocol-related messages inside the SUT.
• The SUT delineates the interaction points between system entities at which the events
mentioned above may occur. The SUT therefore delineates potential measurement points.
We use the concept of ‘interaction point’ to denote those points in the system structure at
which interactions between system entities or components can occur. Generally speaking, any
interaction point at which a measurement event may occur is a potential measurement point. In
the measurement activities in which a CUS is defined, the CUS plays the role of restricting the
number of potential measurement points inside the SUT to only those at the CUS boundary. The
measurement events however, are still determined by the SUT service or protocol.
The last consequence of the selection of the SUT should not be left unmentioned1:
• The workload generation system should generate SUT-service related interactions. See
Section 5.1.
The workload generation system might generate interactions directly at the SUT boundary
or indirectly by using the capabilities of the non-SUT part of the SoD. The workload generation
system may also (optionally) introduce background load into the SUT. If the workload generating system does not generate SUT-service related interactions, there are no events to be
measured...
In Figure 2 the SoD and evaluations system for four (types of) measurement activities are
shown. The activities differ from each other with respect to existence of the CUS and placement

1. Jain ([12], chapter 5) introduces the SUT and CUS concept when a workload needs to be selected. We
use these concepts to structure the whole measurement activity.
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of the measurement points. In the first activity, only a SUT has been delineated in the SoD, so
the only measurement points are at the SUT boundary (see Figure 2a).
In the second, third and fourth activity both a SUT and a CUS have been delineated, so there
is a choice at what boundary to place the measurement points: either at the SUT boundary
(Figure 2b), or at the CUS boundary (Figure 2c) or at both boundaries (Figure 2d).
In our method we do not allow measurement points inside the SUT other than on the CUS
boundary. We do not allow measurement points inside the CUS either. We believe that we do
not need to place measurement points elsewhere in order to complete a measurement activity
successfully. If one feels the need to place measurement points elsewhere, one has probably
changed the objectives of the measurement activity. In that case one should re-consider step one
of the first stage of our method (see Section 4.1).
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System of discourse

Workload generating
System

SUT

a.

Measurement
System

SoD in a measurement activity in which only the SUT is delineated.
Measurement points only at the SUT boundary

System of discourse

Workload generating
System

SUT

Measurement
System

CUS

b.

SoD in a measurement activity in which both SUT and CUS are delineated.
Only measurement points at the SUT boundary

System of discourse

Workload generating
System

SUT

Measurement
System

CUS

c.

SoD in a measurement activity in which both SUT and CUS are delineated.
Only measurement points at the CUS boundary

System of discourse

Workload generating
System

SUT

Measurement
System

CUS

d.

SoD in a measurement activity in which both SUT and CUS are delineated.
Measurement points both at the SUT and CUS boundary

measurement point

Figure 2. Possible Delineations and Associated Measurement Points
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4.2.2.

Impact of Results of a Design Activity on Measurement Activity

A measurement activity is usually part of or a follow-up to a design activity. We feel that the
results of the design activity, described in milestones, can be used as input for a measurement
activity. Therefore we briefly deal with the design-process milestones. More information can be
found in [22], [21] and [13].
The activities and products of these activities in a design process can be depicted in a socalled ‘idealised design trajectory’. The idealised trajectory only lists the major phases in the
design process and presents them in a purely sequential way. In a realistic design process the
path is more winding and sometimes even leading backwards (iteration steps, pruning etc.). The
idealised design trajectory is shown in Figure 3.

User needs
Requirements-engineering phase
System or user
requirements
Service-definition phase
Service
Architectural phase or
Protocol-design phase
Protocol
Architecture
Implementation phase or
Protocol-implementation phase
Protocol
Implementation
Realisation phase
Realisation
Design Milestone
Design activity

Figure 3. Idealised Design Trajectory - Design Milestones and Design Activities.

A design activity usually starts with a rather unstructured and loosely formulated set of user
wishes or ‘user needs’; its vagueness is symbolised by the light grey ‘cloud’ in Figure 3. These
user wishes -aiming at quality improvements of working practices or leisure enjoyment- need
to be translated into a precise set of ‘system or user requirements’. A separate design activity
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may be distinguished for extracting requirements out of the prospective users, the ‘requirements-engineering phase’. Based on the requirements formulated in this phase, a definition of
what the system offers its users should be made. This definition is given in the form of a ‘service’ description. This description is the result of the ‘service-definition phase’. In the
‘architectural phase’ or ‘protocol-design phase’ a definition is made in which it is described how
the service is provided. The milestone of this phase, the ‘protocol architecture’, does not contain
details that pertain to specific realisations of the system. The protocol architecture is used as a
starting point for the ‘protocol-implementation phase’ in which a detailed description of the
methods (the algorithms) used by the protocols in the system is presented. The result is called a
‘protocol implementation’. In the last phase of a design activity, the ‘realisation phase’, the
methods as described in the protocol implementation are transformed into means that realise
them. Means may be provided by hardware, software or both of them. The final milestone of a
design activity is called the ‘realisation’ of the system.
For a measurement activity different system descriptions -the milestones of a design activitymay be available. They may be used to formulate what one wants to measure, and how one is
going to do it. In the first two stages of our method (Stage 1: ‘Measurement Initialisation’ and
Stage 2: ‘Measurement Planning’) we want to abstract from protocol implementation1 and realisation issues. In Stage 3: ‘Measurement Instrumentation’ we take these issues into account.
In the third step of the first stage the service description and the protocol architecture description of the system under discourse (or of parts of it) are needed for the delineation of the SUT
and the CUS.
Within a design activity three domains of discourse are involved. Each deal with different
aspects of the system to be designed. The domains of discourse are the ‘real-world domain’, the
‘design domain’ and the ‘specification domain’ [13].
The objects in the real-world domain are existing things that can be accessed through the human senses (by hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting or feeling). The objects of the design domain
are inside the head of the designers: the mental images or -equivalently- models of a real-world
object2. The objects of the specification domain are representations of real-world objects in
some language, they provide a description of the object. See Figure 4.

1. Within a specification language, ‘implementation’ can be considered a refinement of an architecture.
So, by refinement we mean the addition of more detail using a specification language. On the other hand
one also considers the mapping from a detailed description in a specification language to a description
in a ‘realisation language’ (hardware, software) an ‘implementation’. The latter form of ‘implementation’ is the form we want to abstract from.
2. We therefore propose the term ‘mental image domain’ instead of ‘design domain’.
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Real- world domain

Object existing or
going to exist in
real world.

Design domain

is (going to be) realised in

Mental image or
model of a real
world object.

is modelled by
is an interpretation of

represents

Specification domain
Description of the
real world object
in a language.

Figure 4. Domains of Discourse in a Design Activity.

Figure 4 plays a twofold role in a measurement activity:
• It helps in clarifying the communication between designers and people participating in a
measurement activity.
The system description, resulting from a design activity, is not the real-world system resulting
from that activity. A system description and a real-world system are not equal to the mental
images they invoke. We assume that the system description needs to be used for the
communication between people contributing to a measurement activity and those who
participate in the design activity. Furthermore we assume that the real-world system,
resulting from a design activity, is used for the real-world measurements in Stage 4:
‘Measurement Action’.
So, the distinction made here allows us to differentiate between the system description that
we use to specify our measures and measurement experiments, the images and understanding
we have about the real world system and the real-world system itself that we use to do the
measurements actually.
Analogous remarks can be made about the (design of the) evaluation system.
• It helps people participating in the measurement activity.
Firstly, people participating in a measurement activity have mental images of measures and
measurements. Secondly, measurements and measures are specified in a language. In our
approach we use pictures and English to present the definition of a measure (in Stage 1:
‘Measurement Initialisation’, see Chapter 4) and specify a measurement experiment using a
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‘performance-measure function’ and an ‘experiment-run’ by a ‘performance-measure
instance’ (see Stage 2: ‘Measurement Planning’ in Chapter 5). The first two stages of our
approach aim at clarifying the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of the experiments in the language domain.
Last but not least, the execution of the measurements in the real world is not the same as the
description of these measurements (the activities in Stage 4: ‘Measurement Action’ are not
the same as in Stage 2: ‘Measurement Planning’). It is therefore that we included this as a
separate stage in the method.
A nice result of this section is that it enables us to be much more precise with respect to the
meaning of ‘abstraction’ and ‘level of detail’; concepts that are important in structuring a measurement activity.
There are different notions of abstraction. The object in the specification domain is an abstraction of the object in the real-world domain. One language used in the specification domain
may allow abstractions that differ from those of another language. Within one language different levels of detail of system description may be used that are sometimes also denoted as
abstractions. The concept ‘abstraction’ needs to be made precise. In this document we use:
• Descriptions that result from a certain design phase. The earlier in the design trajectory the
more ‘abstract’ these descriptions are. We state explicitly which descriptions resulting
from which phases we want to use.
• Level of detail of a description in a certain language (explained in Section 4.2.4).
Especially when defining a performance measure and identifying the parameters that affect
it, both notions mentioned above play an important role. For a short discussion on the subject
of identifying parameters in relation to Jain’s work [12], see Section 7.1, step 4.
4.2.3.

Language Concepts for System Description

A system description should describe two aspects of the system: the system structure and the
system behaviour1. However, in order to be able to describe a system one has to find a language
in which to describe the system structure and system behaviour and subsequently use this language to delineate the system under test and the component under study.
In the first two stages of our approach (Measurement Initialisation and Measurement Planning) we use the acquired system description after having adapted it to the needs of a
measurement activity. We assume that in this description either terminology based on ISO/OSI
concepts [5] or terminology based on ITU-T concepts [7] [8] [10] is used, together with an accompanying pictorial convention. Terminology from IETF (Internet!) and possibly ATM Forum
and IEEE is for further study.
1. The distinction used in [3] and [13] is made in the design domain. This domain is partitioned into an
entity domain and a behaviour domain. When we use system structure we refer to the actors of behaviour: the system entities or components. Note that system behaviour may also have some structure.....
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The ISO/OSI concepts and pictorial convention (see Appendix A) are used in courses and
research of the TIOS1-group. However, this group has defined additional concepts (e.g. ‘service
element’) and sometimes uses different pictorial conventions (e.g. our own time-event diagrams
instead of OSI time-sequence diagrams). To make this clear, we call this terminology OSI/TIOS
terminology.
We use terminology and pictorial convention for systems analysis purposes only, and hope
it helps us to identify the issues that are important, while not leading us into the implementationdetail jungle too early in the process of measurement-based quantitative systems evaluation. We
assume that in the beginning of a measurement activity one uses the milestones of the servicedefinition phase and architectural phase of the design activity (see Figure 3) and that only later
on, one uses the results of the implementation and realisation phase.
So, concerns that we do not want to bother about at the start of our measurement activity are
for instance programming-language bindings, operating-system bindings and application and
user-interface issues.
Once the system is described in either OSI/TIOS ‘language’ or ITU-T ‘language’ at a level
of detail that suits our purposes, we are allowed to concentrate ourselves on the realisation aspects that are important for our analysis. They are dealt with in Stage 3: ‘Measurement
Instrumentation’. The way in which realisation issues may help or hamper the quantitative system analysis is open for further study.
In this report we do not want to advocate a certain formal description language or a system
design methodology, although we feel that both issues may have great impact on effort and success of a measurement activity (for their impact on a design activity see [3] and [13]).
In Table 2, a list of concepts and their abbreviations is given taken from TIOS course notes
(e.g. [22]). Pictorial conventions used in this document are not explicitly defined, but should become clear through our consistent use of them in drawing pictures. The OSI/TIOS concepts are
defined in Appendix A.

1. TIOS: Tele Informatics and Open systems. Interdisciplinary group of the departments of electrical engineering and computer science of the University of Twente.
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A. System-structure-related concepts

B. System-behaviour-related concepts

service user

SU

service primitive

SP

service provider
lower level service provider

SePr
LL_SePr

service element

SE

interaction point
service access point

IPt
SAP

service
protocol
protocol data unit

service boundary
protocol layer

PL

protocol entity

PE

PDU

Table 2: OSI/TIOS Concepts

In Table 3, a list of concepts taken from the ITU-T standards is given. These concepts are
defined in Appendix B.
A. System-structure-related concepts

B. System-behaviour-related concepts

physical component

PC

service primitive

SP

functional entity
protocol entity
peer entity

FE
PE

service
telecommunication service

TS

interaction point
interface
physical interface

IPt
I
PI

message
protocol data unit

PDU

protocol layer

PL

protocol

Table 3: ITU-T Concepts

In the tables above we did not include concepts like ‘service-primitive parameter’, ‘service
data unit’ or ‘service-element parameter’. That is not the level of detail we want to use at this
point in the document.
If concepts are specialisations of other concepts they are included in the same field in the table. For example, the concept ‘message’ in an ITU-T description refers to both local information
exchange and remote information exchange. The concept ‘protocol data unit’ refers to remote
information exchange only.
The OSI definitions as reproduced in Appendix A use hyphens (‘-’) between the constituent
words of every concept. We have not adopted this convention.
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4.2.4.

System Structure: OSI/TIOS, ITU-T and Integrated System Description

For the description of the system structure we propose to use the system-structure-related
concepts in Table 2 and Table 3. In this chapter, we present a non-specific example using the
terminology above rather abstractly to show that a well-structured system description leads in a
straightforward way to the definition of performance measures and to the definition of parameters that affect it.
Here we concentrate on a small example that illustrates the concepts ‘OSI/TIOS system description’ and ‘ITU-T system description’ of the system of discourse. The OSI/TIOS system
description consists of the protocol layers, protocol entities and service providers that make up
the system. The ITU-T system description consists of the physical entities, the functional entities and the interfaces between these entities. Both these descriptions are so-called systemstructure descriptions, because both describe the components or entities that make up the system
and their interaction points. In an OSI/TIOS system description these interaction points are service access points (SAPs) and in an ITU-T system description they are interfaces. The systemstructure descriptions are to be distinguished from system-behaviour descriptions which describe the behaviour of a system. The OSI/TIOS and ITU-T system description can both be used
as a starting point in a performance measurement activity.
One can also imagine a so-called ‘integrated system description’ in which the distribution of
the protocol layers and entities over the physical components and functional entities is shown
(a combination of an OSI/TIOS and ITU-T system description). In practice, it is unlikely that
one will ever receive an integrated system description from a group of designers. However, in
some cases one may want to compose an integrated system description on the basis of the acquired system description, in order to understand the system better or to make clear what is
unclear in the original description.
SU1

SU1

SU2

SU1

SU2

PE1

PL

SePr

a.

PE2

LL_SePr

LL_SePr

b.

SU2

c.

Figure 5. OSI/TIOS Description of System of Discourse.
a. Service Provider and Service Users.
b. Lower Layer Service Provider and Protocol Layer.
c. Lower Layer Service Provider and Protocol Entities

In Figure 5 an OSI/TIOS description of an example system of discourse is given. In
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Figure 5a. a service provider (SePr) and two service users (SUs) are shown. Service users and
service providers interact via service primitives issued at SAPs. In Figure 5b. a protocol layer
(PL) is shown together with a lower level service provider (LL_SePr). In Figure 5c. the most
detailed system description in this example is given: it consists of two service users, two protocol entities (PEs), the LL_SePr and four SAPs. The horizontal arrow denotes PL_PDUexchange between the two co-operating peer (protocol) entities.
This example shows what is meant by ‘level of detail’ (see Section 4.2.1) in an OSI/TIOS
system-structure description: the number of layers and entities that make up a certain service
provider.

a.

PI

PC1

PC2

FE1
b.

FE2
I1

PE1

I2

PI

PC1

PDU exchange (PL_PDUs)

PE2

PC2

Figure 6. ITU-T Description of System of Discourse
a. Physical Components (PCs) and Physical Interface (PI)
b. Functional Entities (FEs), Protocol Entities (PE) and Interfaces (I)

In Figure 6 an ITU-T description of the same system is presented. In Figure 6a. the functionality of the system is distributed into two physical components PC1 and PC2 that can exchange
information over a physical interface (PI). Figure 6b. is a more detailed view of the same system. PC1 consists of a protocol entity PE1 which can exchange PDUs with its peer entity PE2
in PC2; a functional entity FE1 with a local meaning (which may communicate with a local user,
indicated by a ‘loose’ physical interface in Figure 6b1) and an interface I1 between functional
entities FE1 and PE1. Protocol entities are a special type of functional entities.
This example shows what is meant by ‘level of detail’ (see Section 4.2.1) in an ITU-T system-structure description: the number of functional entities and interfaces that together
constitute the physical component. Note that there are two possible views on what is meant by
Figure 6b. If FE1 and PE1 together provide all functionality of PC1, detailing involves splitting
of FE1 and/or PE1 into more functional entities, each with more specific functions. If they do
not provide all functionality of PC1, detailing may also involve the introduction of new func1. The question arises whether in Figure 6a, PC1 and PC2 are autonomous systems (in other words,
whether they interact with their environment). We assume that a system is or can be made accessible
to its environment. In Figure 5, a workload generating system can replace a service user (‘overrule’ the
stimuli by e.g. SU1 shown in the description).
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tional entities inside PC1. Both interpretations are valid and we do not feel the need to make a
choice.
PC1

PC2
PI

SU1
SePr
SAPs

FE1

SU2
FE2

#1

#4

PDU exchange (PL_PDUs)

LL_SePr I1
SAPs

PE1

PE2

#2

I2
#3

LL_SePr

Figure 7. Integrated System Description

In Figure 7 the integrated system description is presented. This description contains both the
ITU-T system description and the OSI/TIOS system description. In this particular example the
mapping between both descriptions is not difficult to make, but this is deceptive. For instance,
in ITU-T descriptions one abstracts from the fact that lower-layer protocol layers are needed to
realise end-to-end communication and only focuses on the protocol layer(s) of interest. If there
is more than one physical interface1, there are several hidden protocol stacks, which makes the
integrated description much more difficult. In the integrated description the location of OSI/
TIOS entities and their mutual relations inside an ITU-T component can be seen. In the example, we assume that the OSI PEs map directly onto the ITU-T PEs, but in general functional
entities may cover parts of several layers.
In general, the question that arises when one tries to integrate the two different system descriptions is how OSI concepts relate to ITU-T concepts, for example:
• OSI PEs versus ITU-T PEs
• SUs versus FEs (and the environment)
• LL_SePr versus PI
• SAPs versus Is
Summarising, a system-structure description is assumed to consist of a list of functional entities and their interaction points, which use concepts from Table 2 (OSI/TIOS description) or

1. If there is only one physical interface, there may still be more than one protocol stack involved. Take
the case of the UNI, which is an interface defined for both user data-transfer and signalling data-transfer.
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from Table 3 (ITU-T system description). A combination of both descriptions is called the integrated system description.
4.2.5.

System Behaviour: Service Description and Message-Flow Diagrams

Since the system-structure description lists the interaction points present in the system of discourse and the behaviour of a system is (partly) described by the events1 at these interaction
points, the behaviour description is matched to the system-structure description available or
used. For the description of the system behaviour we use the system-behaviour-related concepts
in Table 2 and Table 3. We want to use the description of the service(s) offered by (a set of) system entities making up the System Under Test.
In case of an OSI/TIOS system description we propose to use a service description in which
behaviour is depicted in time-event diagrams. In case of an ITU-T description we propose to
use the message-flow diagrams that are made available by the designers.
In Section 4.3.1 the system entities of which the service description is needed for our measurement activity are delineated and the way in which this service description is used is presented
(for an OSI/TIOS system description). In Section 4.3.2 the ITU-T description is used to delineate the system components of which the message-flow diagrams are needed.
In Section 4.7 it is shown that the service description and protocol description may also be
used for the identification of matters that affect the value of measures.
We assume that in an OSI/TIOS system description behaviour is described in a service description. A service description is structured by grouping of service primitives (SPs) -with their
parameters and their temporal ordering- into units of behaviour called ‘service elements’ (SEs).
So a service description consists of a list of N service elements SEi, i = 1, ..., N. For each SEi
the following items are given (see Appendix A):
1. Lists of parameters (of the service element itself), involved service users and service
access points, possible service primitives and their parameters.
2. Descriptions of the temporal ordering of the service primitives, the dependencies
between their parameters and the relation between the parameters of the service primitives and those of the service element itself.
Per service element the desired behaviour and the error conditions are given. An approach
that structures desired behaviour and error conditions is given in Section 4.4.
The concepts mentioned in Section 4.2.4 are used to describe system structure, but the representation of the system structure influences the way in which the system behaviour can be
depicted. This can be illustrated by describing the temporal-order part of the system behaviour
in time-event diagrams. In these diagrams the temporal ordering of service primitives and/or
messages is represented during an example (or instance) of the system behaviour. One possible
1. Apart from events, their temporal ordering and their parameters need to be specified in a system-behaviour description. See Appendix A and Appendix B.
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execution of behaviour is depicted. The diagram is assumed to represent a class of behaviour
which is the same from a qualitative point of view (the same SE), but differs in quantitative
aspects.
In Figure 8 two types of time-event diagrams that describe the temporal-order part of the behaviour of the system of Figure 5 are shown.
In Figure 8a. there are two types of events: the occurrence of service primitives of the SePr
service and the occurrence of service primitives LL_SP of the LL_SePr. It is assumed that one
PL_PDU fits exactly in the SDU parameter of the LL_SP. Vertical lines denote the time-axis at
a SAP, the space in between the lines represents the functional entities involved in the behaviour
and the arrows denote service primitives. Unless indicated otherwise we use time-event diagram
for diagrams of this type.
The second diagram (Figure 8b.) is called a ‘message-flow diagram’. In this diagram vertical
lines denote the time-axis at ITU-T functional entities, the space in between lines belonging to
different functional entities (here grey-coloured) represents an interface, the space in between
lines belonging to the same functional entity represents that functional entity and arrows denote
messages. The angle of the arrows indicates that time is needed for transport of the messages
over the interface. In this figure functional entities PE1 and PE2 are both represented with two
vertical lines, indicating they refer to two distinct interfaces. However, one frequently encounters message-flow diagrams where several distinct interfaces are all referred to by only one
vertical line, a possibility that one needs to be aware of (see Appendix C, Figure 31 for an
example).
In OSI a third type of time-event diagram is used, called time-sequence diagram (see
Figure 27 and Figure 32). We think that this is a very confusing type of diagram and therefore
abstain from using it.
There is only an approximate correspondence possible between Figure 8a. and Figure 8b. In
general, the question that arises when one tries to relate the two different system-behaviour descriptions is similar to that in the integrated system-structure description, namely how OSI
concepts relate to ITU-T concepts, for example:
• SPs versus messages
• OSI PEs versus ITU-T PEs/FEs
• LL_SePr versus PI
• SAPs versus Is
What is the type of behaviour description that is needed for the definition of a performance
measure? One has to use what is necessary to achieve the goals of the measurement activity but
one is limited by what is available or can be provided (the acquired system description).
In Appendix C a (non-exhaustive) variety of other time-event diagrams is presented that we
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found in our work. In the appendix we comment on the ‘quality’ of each of those types of timeevent diagram. Most types of time-event diagram are usable in our method, as long as one is
very sure about the meaning of the lines and spaces in between lines in each individual diagram!
SAP
SAP
#1
#2
PE1 in
LL_
PC1
SePr

a.

SP_req

SAP
SAP
#3
#4
PE2 in
PC2

LL_SP1(PL_PDU1, ... )
LL_SP2(PL_PDU1, ... )
SP_ind
SP_resp
LL_SP3(PL_PDU2, ... )
LL_SP4(PL_PDU2, ... )

SP_conf

b.

FE1

I1

PE1

PI

PE2

I2

FE2

I1_message1
PL_PDU1
I2_message1
PL_PDU2

I2_message2

I1_message2

Figure 8. TwoTime-Event Diagrams
a. OSI/TIOS description.
b. ITU-T description (Message-flow diagram).

4.2.6.

System Descriptions for Measurement Activity

Table 4 summarises the previous sections and presents an overview of the possible types of
system description we expect from a design activity. The table lists the concepts used in the different system descriptions. Once the system structure is described (fixed) the behaviour of the
system should be presented in a well-organised way.
In the OSI/TIOS description we assume that behaviour is specified using service elements of
which the temporal ordering of events is depicted in time-event diagrams.
In the ITU-T description no equivalent of a service element has been found (or one has to
interpret ‘function’ in the definition of service element in Appendix B in a specific way). Therefore we take the rather pragmatic point of view that a message-flow diagram itself groups/
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structures/organises the behaviour of a system described using ITU-T concepts. The acquired
system-behaviour description is assumed to consist of message-flow diagrams of important/relevant/significant parts of system behaviour. We refer to such a unit of behaviour as a ‘messageflow’1 (MF). It may be necessary to re-structure the acquired message-flow diagrams into more
elementary ones to facilitate their annotation for formally defining the performance measures
(see Section 4.6).
Because grouping of behaviour in the ITU-T world is protocol-oriented one might expect the
existence of an elementary unit of (protocol) behaviour, say a ‘protocol element’2. However we
have not found a definition of this concept and do not expect to find it in an acquired systembehaviour description.
The integrated system description may consist of concepts of both worlds. It is a description
that is possibly produced by people involved in a measurement activity in order to clarify unclear issues. Once these issues are clarified, one may use the concepts of the acquired system
description again. It is difficult to say anything more about it at this moment, see Table 4.
In the following sections we show how the type of system description affects the measurement activity by providing two examples, one for the ITU-T system description and another one
for the OSI/TIOS system description.

1. Often a message-flow is called a scenario. However, for different people the concept ‘scenario’ has different connotations, which is why we do not use it.
2. Sometimes ‘protocol element’ is used to mean the same thing as ‘protocol mechanism’ or ‘protocol
function’. A protocol entity may be considered a function that defines a relation between interactions
between this entity and its environment (lecture notes accompanying [22]). In this respect ‘function’
may refer both to an entity and to its behaviour. When we use ‘protocol element’ we refer to behaviour
of co-operating protocol entities.
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System description:

System-structure
description

System-behaviour
description

For a fixed system
structure, behaviour is
grouped into a:

OSI/TIOS system
description

service user
service provider
lower level serv. prov.
interaction point
service access point
service boundary
protocol layer
protocol entity

service-oriented:

service element
described by a timeevent diagram

service primitive
service element
service
protocol
protocol data unit
time-event diagram

ITU-T system
description

physical component
functional entity
protocol entity
peer entity
interaction point
interface
physical interface
protocol layer

protocol-oriented:
service primitive
service
telecomm. service
protocol
protocol data unit
message

behaviour depicted in a
message-flow diagram
(concept ‘protocol
element’ unknown)

message-flow diagram
Integrated system
description

combination of the
above

combination of the
above

combination of the
above

Table 4: Grouping of Behaviour in the System Description

4.3.

Delineation of SUT and CUS in the System

In this section we return to the steps of our method by showing how to apply the SUT and
CUS concepts to the acquired (possibly adapted) system description.
So far, we have shown what requirements a well-defined system description should fulfil.
From now on, we assume that we have such a well-defined system description, and also that we
have a more or less clear goal for the measurement activity. In theory, this should suffice to define metrics. In practice, however, there remains (too) much freedom of choice in selecting
metrics, measurement events and measurement points. By assigning a specific role to system
parts from the system description, the concepts of SUT and CUS that were defined in
Section 4.2.1 help to restrict the possible (measurement event, measurement point)-pairs, thereby forcing the experimenter to state his/her objectives clearly and structuring his/her activities.
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4.3.1.

SUT and CUS in OSI/TIOS System Description

We use an existing milestone from the design activity -the description of the system of discourse- for the definition of SUT and CUS. In this section we assume that an OSI/TIOS
description of the system of discourse was acquired and is used to delineate the system under
test (SUT) and the component under study (CUS).
According to the definition of the SUT, we are interested in the quantitative aspects of the
behaviour of the SUT. The behaviour of the SUT is described by its service description, which
is structured into service elements. It seems therefore logical to structure the quantitative aspects
of its behaviour into quantitative aspects per service element too. If we follow this thought to
its conclusion, we should make sure that a measure directly relates to a service element. Therefore, we propose that an SE gives a measure its name: the measure pertains to an SE. In the
remainder of this document a service element of the SUT-service that gives its name to a measure is denoted by SE(M), in which ‘(M)’ stands for “pertaining to the Measure”.
There is still a choice as to what and where to measure, as long as the events that are involved
pertain to this particular service element SE(M). When applying our approach to an OSI/TIOS
system description we assume that the events that can be used to determine a measure are
• either: the occurrence of service primitives (that are part of SE(M)) at the SAPs at the SUT
boundary
• or: the occurrence of protocol data units (PDUs) that are used in order to provide SE(M) at
SAPs internal to the SUT.
In the former case we denote the service primitives involved in the execution of the SE(M) as
SP(M)s, in the latter we denote the involved PDUs as PDU(M)s. These PDU(M)s can only be
found in the system as the ‘payload’ (SDU parameter) of SPs that occur at the relevant internal
SAPs.
The SAPs at the SUT boundary are denoted as SAP(at SUT), those internal to the SUT as
SAP(in SUT). In general, there may be more SAPs internal to the SUT than the SAPs at the CUS
boundary (SAP(at CUS)), as is shown in Figure 9.
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SU(SUT)

SU(SUT)

SU(SUT)

SP(M) and
SE(M)

SAP(at SUT)

LL_SP(PDU(M), ...)

SAP(in SUT)

CUS
SAP(at CUS)

SUT
Measurement
System

Figure 9. Measurement-Tuples of <SE(M)-Related Performance Measure>.

The meaning of the grey-tones of the SAPs in Figure 91 (and the more general Figure 26) is
shown in Figure 10. A SAP from the acquired system description is depicted in white. A SAP
at which the events that pertain to the service element of interest may occur is coloured lightgrey.
Figure 10. Different Types of SAPs
a. A SAP in general.
b. A SAP at which PDU(M)s or SP(M)s may occur.
c. A SAP that is or may be used as a measurement point.

a.

b.

c.

The delineation of the SUT, the description of the SUT-service and the choice of an SE that
gives a performance measure its name SE(M) induce {measurement event, measurement point}tuples or equivalently ‘measurement-tuples’ in the SoD. It is only at these event-place combinations that measurements meaningful to the measure at hand may take place.
Potential measurement-tuples for a performance measure pertaining to SE(M) are either
equal to {SP(M), SAP(at SUT)} or equal to {PDU(M), SAP(in SUT)}. In order to structure the measurement activity however we want to limit all these potential measurement-tuples to only those
at the SUT boundary or -in a measurement activity where a CUS is defined- to only those at the

1. In this figure, three service users of the SUT-service are shown. These three entities may be interpreted
as service users involved in the execution of SE(M). In this figure (and in Figure 26) the service users
may be involved, but this is not necessarily so. When a performance measure is defined however all
involved users should be shown (thereby fixing the system structure into a ‘reference configuration’
that depends on the number of involved service-users). So in Figure 11, SU1 and SU2 are assumed to
be involved in the execution of SE(M).
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CUS boundary and/or SUT boundary. So, the definition of the CUS limits the potential measurement-tuples inside the SUT to {PDU(M), SAP(at CUS)}.
If a SAP at which events may occur is an allowable measurement point in our method, that
is, if it is at the CUS boundary or at the SUT boundary, it is depicted with a listening ‘ear’ in
Figure 10.
So, in the OSI/TIOS system description the service description of the SUT is needed in order
to be able to continue the measurement activity. The service elements of the SUT-service are
used to group behaviour and we use them to group quantitative aspects of behaviour as well, so
the service elements can be used to identify candidate performance measures (see Section 4.4).
At this point in our report, we assume that the identification and selection steps of our method
(described in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5) led to the delay involved in the execution (provision)
of service element SE(M) = SEi as a measure of interest. So, ‘SEi_Delay’ is the name of the performance measure of interest, in which SEi stands for the i-th Service Element of the service
offered by the SUT. This delay may be measured at the SUT or at the CUS using the relevant
measurement-tuple, as stated before.
Example:
Now, as a follow-up to our non-specific example, we state the question of a measurement
activity:
What is the impact of the lower-level service provider on the performance of the service provider as perceived by the service users?
The first thing to do is to use the system-structure description to identify the SUT and the
CUS. From the question we infer that the SePr is the SUT and the LL_SePr is the CUS. In
Figure 11 the SUT and CUS are depicted using the OSI/TIOS system description of the system
of discourse.

SU1

SU2

#1

#4
PE1

PE2

CUS
#2

#3

SUT
LL_SePr

Figure 11. SUT and CUS in OSI/TIOS System Description

Using the service-description of the SUT one service element, for example SEi, may be se-
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lected as SE(M). Now, assume that the measure of interest is the delay involved in the execution
(provision) of service element SEi. So, ‘SEi_Delay’ is the name of the measure of interest.
We assume that the temporal ordering of SEi is described by the time-event diagram of
Figure 8a which we will use to define this measure formally in Section 4.6.
From Figure 11 it follows that in the measurement activity of the non-specific example both
SUT and CUS are delineated. This allows three possibilities for the selection of the measurement points, see Section 4.2.1 (Figure 2).
At this point in the example measurement-activity the possible measurement points have
been restricted by delineation of SUT and CUS to the SAPs at the SUT-boundary and the internal SAPs at the CUS-boundary. The measurement events are either SP(M)s at the SAP(at SUT)
(SAP #1 and #4) or PDU(M)s at the SAP(at CUS) (SAP #2 and #3). The two measures which we
could determine are SEi_DelaySUT and SEi_DelayCUS.
As a consequence of the question, measurement points could be selected meaningfully as in
Figure 2 c. or d. (Figure 2 b. is not a good choice as it enables to study the ‘impact’ of the lowerlevel service provider only indirectly). To simplify the measurement activity, the measurement
points are selected to be at the CUS. The measure is SEi_DelayCUS.
End Example.
The SUT and CUS are delineated in the system-structure description and one could say that
they give an ‘experiment view’ on this system description. It is not clear however that the notion
of a view is necessary or even helpful. One could simply interpret “experiment view” as a system description in which SUT and CUS are depicted1.
It is the delineation of the SUT using the system description (if you like: the experiment
view) that enables us to show all possible measurement points at which either SP(M)s or
PDU(M)s occur, the light grey SAPs in for example Figure 9, Figure 11 and Figure 26 (which
has also a number of SAPs that are not light grey...).
The delineation of the SUT determines the service provider SePr, of which one service element SEi gives its name to the performance measure. In this aspect, the SUT and the namegiving service are tightly coupled. However, the name of a measure does not automatically determine where to measure it: in our method one still has a choice of measuring at the boundary
of the SUT and/or the boundary of the CUS.
The CUS-service plays a very limited role in this approach. At the CUS-service boundary
(the SAP(at CUS)s of Figure 9) only PDU(M)s may be measured, depending on the type of measurement activity (see Figure 2).
1. The use of the notion “view” is presumably originating from the idea that objects in the mental-image
domain (see Section 4.2.2) are seen by the “mind’s-eye”. This is not a good-enough definition for
objects in the specification domain.
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4.3.2.

SUT and CUS in ITU-T System Description

In this section we assume that an ITU-T description of the system of discourse was acquired
and is used to delineate the system under test (SUT) and the component under study (CUS).
In the ITU-T system description the description of the message-flow at the SUT boundary
and/or inside the SUT1 is needed in order to be able to continue the measurement activity. The
behaviour represented in message-flow diagrams can be used to identify candidate performance
measures (see Section 4.4).
Now, assume that the identification and selection steps of our method (described in
Section 4.4 and Section 4.5) led to the delay involved in the execution (provision) of messageflow MFi as a measure of interest. So, ‘MFi_Delay’ is the performance measure of interest, in
which MFi stands for the i-th message-flow, the messages of which are (at least partly) observable at the SUT boundary.
In the OSI/TIOS case, the name of the performance measure is taken from a particular service element. Since there is no direct equivalent of a service element in the ITU-T case, another
approach to the names is necessary.
As said earlier, the experimenter acquires a set of message-flow diagrams. It may be necessary to re-structure the acquired message-flow diagrams to facilitate their annotation for
formally defining the performance measures (see Section 4.6). Whether or not that is necessary,
the result will be a set of suitable message-flow diagrams which each describe some behaviour,
for instance one that describes ‘video on demand (VoD) set-up’, another one that describes ‘video connection tear-down’, etc. A pragmatic solution to the naming problem is then to take these
short behaviour descriptions to give a name to the performance measure: VoD-setup_delay, video-connection-tear-down_delay etc. So, in our approach we assume that an MF gives a
performance measure its name: the performance measure pertains to an MF. There is still a
choice what and where to measure, as long as the messages that are involved pertain to this particular message-flow.
In the remainder of this document a message-flow that gives its name to a performance measure is denoted by MF(M), in which the (M) stands for “pertaining to the Measure”.
When applying our approach to an ITU-T system description we assume that the events that
can be used to measure this delay are the occurrence of messages that are part of MF(M) (denoted in general as message(M)s) at interfaces at the border of the SUT (denoted as I(at SUT)) or at
interfaces internal to the SUT (denoted as I(in SUT)).

1. This formulation is rather cumbersome and seems to indicate the need for a concept that plays the same
role in ITU-T descriptions as ‘service element’ plays in OSI/TIOS descriptions, a ‘protocol element’.
Such a concept would allow a distinction between the concept itself and the description of it by a message flow diagram (or something else). However, see Section 4.2.6.
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There may be more interfaces internal to the SUT than the interfaces of the CUS, as is shown
in Figure 12.
The meaning of the different types of interface is also shown in Figure 12. An interface from
the acquired system description is depicted as a simple ‘cross’. An interface at which the events
that pertain to the message-flow of interest may occur has a white circle on the intersection of
the ‘cross’. If an interface at which events may occur is an allowable measurement point in our
method, that is, if it is at the CUS boundary or at the SUT boundary, it is depicted with a black
circle.
The definition of the SUT, the description of the message-flow and the choice of an MF that
gives a performance measure its name induce {measurement event, measurement point}-tuples
or equivalently ‘measurement-tuples’ in the SoD. It is only at these event-place combinations
that measurements meaningful to the measure at hand may take place.
Potential measurement-tuples for a performance measure pertaining to MF(M) are either
equal to {message(M), I(at SUT)} or equal to {message(M), I(in SUT)}. In order to structure the
measurement activity however we want to limit all these potential measurement-tuples to only
those at the SUT boundary or -in a measurement activity where a CUS is defined- to only those
at the CUS boundary and/or SUT boundary. So, the definition of the CUS limits the potential
measurement-tuples inside the SUT to {message(M), I(at CUS)}.
I

Messages exchanged at
Interfaces (Is)

I(at SUT)

CUS

I(in SUT)

SUT
Exchange of
message(M)s

PC

PC
I(at CUS)
An interface in general

Measurement
System

An interface over which message(M)s may be exchanged
An interface that is or may be used as a measurement point

Figure 12. Measurement-Tuples of <MF(M)-Related Performance Measure>
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Example:
Continuing with our non-specific example, we state the question of a measurement activity:
What is the impact of the peer protocol entities and physical interface on the performance of
the service1 as perceived by the users?
The first thing to do is to use the system-structure description to identify the SUT and the
CUS. From the question we infer that PE1, PE2 and PI form the CUS and this together with
FE1, FE2, I1 and I2 forms the SUT. In Figure 13 the SUT and CUS are depicted.
CUS
FE1

SUT

FE2

I1

PE1

PC1

I2

PI
PDU exchange (PL_PDUs)

PE2

PC2

Figure 13. SUT and CUS in ITU-T System Description

One message-flow, for example MFi, may be selected as MF(M). We assume that the temporal ordering of MFi is described by the time-event diagram of Figure 8b which we will use to
define a performance measure formally in Section 4.6.
From Figure 13 it follows that in the measurement activity of the non-specific example both
SUT and CUS are delineated. This allows three possibilities for the selection of the measurement points, see Section 4.2.1 (Figure 2).
As a consequence of the question, measurement points could be selected meaningfully as in
Figure 2 c. or d. (Figure 2 b. is not a good choice as it enables to study the ‘impact’ of the protocol entities only indirectly). To simplify the measurement activity, the measurement points are
selected to be at the CUS, so the interfaces and messages at the boundary of the dark grey box
in Figure 13. The measure is MFi_DelayCUS.
End Example.

4.4.

Identification of Candidate Performance Measures

A performance measurement activity is about finding estimates for so-called performance
measures based on reproducible experiments. In return, such an estimate gives a quantitative
1. See Appendix B.
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characterisation of (the behaviour of the) system under test. In this section a method to derive
and organise all candidate performance measures is presented. That is, we present a procedure
by which all candidate performance measures can be identified in a systematic way. We use the
term candidate performance measures because the performance measures derived and organised in this section are all possible measures of interest. The experimenters should indicate
which measures they are really interested in. That is the next step of the method (see
Section 4.5).
4.4.1.

Matrix Method

We assume that a performance measure pertains to an individual service element of the service offered by the system under test or an individual message-flow.
A performance measure may also pertain to a group of SEs or MFs. Consider, as an example,
throughput, being the number of SEs or MFs per second that can be issued. The adaptation of
our method to include performance measures for groups of SEs or MFs is an item for further
study.
Another item for further study concerns the ‘atomicity’ of a service element or message flow.
A service element is made up of a number of service primitives with a prescribed temporal ordering. A message-flow consists of a number of messages with a prescribed temporal ordering.
There is one SP/message that initiates the SE/MF (not necessarily always the same SP/MF for
each invocation of the SE/MF). One could consider using a single SP or message a starting point
for our approach. Since we assume that the acquired system-behaviour description is structured
using SEs/MFs, one ignores part of the available information if one uses SPs/messages instead.
We use the term ‘performance measure pertaining to an SE/MF’ to stress that, at least for the
time being, a performance measure directly relates to a particular service element or messageflow. This was left unspecified in an earlier study [15].
For the identification of candidate performance measures that pertain to a service element of
the SUT-service or a message-flow which is (at least partly) visible at the SUT boundary, we
propose to use the method as described in [15], an elaboration and refinement of the matrix
method of annex A of ITU-T I.350 [9]. According to I.350 performance should be classified according to communication function and performance criterion. Basically three types of
communication functions are identified, these are:
1. Access - an access function is a function that establishes, modifies or adds a connection
2. User Information Transfer - is a function by which information (data, video, speech) is
exchanged.
3. Disengagement - is the termination or removal of a connection.
Furthermore, three types of performance criteria exists, viz.:
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1. Speed - is either the time interval that is used to execute a function, or the rate at which
this function is executed (e.g. delay or throughput)
2. Accuracy - is the degree of correctness with which a function is executed (e.g. error
probability).
3. Dependability (e.g. refusal) - is the degree of certainty with which a function is executed
(e.g. blocking probability).
Given these function types and performance criteria a 3x3 matrix can be constructed as
shown in Table 5.
Function \ Performance Criterion

Speed

Accuracy

Dependability

Access
User Information Transfer
Disengagement
Table 5: The ITU-T 3x3 Matrix Approach for Performance Measures

Each row of the performance measure matrix represents a communication function and each
column a performance criterion. Thus, each cell in the matrix stands for a group of performance
measures which have the function type and performance criterion in common.
Instead of using “communication function” we use either the service description of the SUT
or a description of the message-flow at the boundary of the SUT as a starting point, in other
words we consider SEs/MFs instead of communication function types. As a result three performance measures are obtained for each service element SEi or message-flow MFi, one for
each criterion. So measures relating to SEi_Speed/MFi_Speed, SEi_Accuracy/MFi_Accuracy
and SEi_Dependability/MFi_Dependability can easily be identified.
Jain ([12], section 3.2) describes a way of selecting performance metrics by introducing
“Three possible outcomes of a service request”. His concept ‘service request’ may be interpreted as a single SP or message, in which case we consider it not to be helpful. If, however ‘service
request’ should be interpreted as ‘the SP or message that initiates the execution of a service element or message flow’, our reasoning for the identification of measures coincides with his. We
relate the name of a measure to a part of behaviour of the SUT (the SE(M)), not to an individual
event (occurrence of SP(M)).
The reasoning behind the matrix-method is as follows (see also Section 4.2.5). An SE/MF
can either be provided by the service provider/executed or it can not be provided/executed.
If it can be provided/executed, it may have been provided/executed correctly (successfully),
in which case the speed-related measure is meaningful, or it may have been provided/executed
incorrectly in which case the accuracy-related measure is meaningful.
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If the SE/MF can not be provided/executed it is refused or -equivalently- blocked, so the dependability-related measure is meaningful1.
Intuitively one may have an idea what the relation is between a service element/messageflow and a performance measure pertaining to a service element/message-flow. This relation can
be made precise by using ideas from probability theory. We only illustrate the following using
OSI/TIOS terminology (service element, service provider etc.), but it can easily be applied to
ITU-T terminology.
4.4.2.

Performance Measures and Probability

In probability theory one defines an ‘(probabilistic) experiment’, like the tossing of a coin,
and the possible results of this experiment (every possible outcome of the experiment). The result or outcome of a probabilistic experiment is called a ‘(probabilistic) event’. These events
may be ‘compound’ (decomposable) or ‘simple’ (indecomposable). Simple events are mutually
exclusive or disjoint: if one event occurs another one does not occur.
As an example, consider a throw with two dice. This may result in the event “sum 3” that can
be decomposed into two indecomposable events “(1,2) or (2,1)”. The simple events define the
probabilistic experiment; they are called ‘sample points’. The aggregate of all sample points is
called the ‘sample space’. Probabilities are only meaningful in relation to a given sample space:
with each sample point a number is associated, called the probability of the event [2]. In the example experiment of throwing dice, the events are of a discrete nature. The sample space is
called a discrete sample space.
Below we assume that sample spaces are discrete, unless stated otherwise.
A function defined on a sample space is called a ‘random variable’ [2]. A random variable x
assigns a number to each sample point of the sample space. If xj is the value of x in case of event
Ej then the ‘probability mass function’ of the discrete random variable x is defined as (Pr[A]
denotes ‘the probability of event A’):
fx(xj) = Pr[x = xj] = Pr[Ej]
The number is called a ‘realisation’ (of the random variable), or an ‘observation’ (of the random
variable) or an ‘instance of the random variable’2. The ‘probability distribution function’ (PDF)
of the random variable x is defined as3:
F x(x) = Pr [ x ≤ x ] =

∑ fx(xj)

xj ≤ x

1. Errors can be of different type and/or may have different causes. One may want to study quantitative
aspects of different causes of error in which case a sub-division of error categories is necessary. A similar remark can be made for causes of blocking.
2. In Chapter 5 we use ‘instance of a random variable’ to denote a particular random variable, one that is
defined by selecting values for all parameters that may affect it (see also Section 4.7). We abstain from
the usage of the concept as presented on this page.
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Assume that the probabilistic experiment we study is ‘the execution of service element SEi’.
The conceivable results of this experiment are “service element i is executed successfully”,
“service element i is executed incorrectly” or “service element i is refused/blocked/denied”.
These three results are mutually exclusive and describe all we want to consider in the experiment. So, these three events are the sample points of our probabilistic experiment. The sample
space Ω1 consists of three points (see Figure 14, left part):
Ω1 = {SEi_success, SEi_incorrect, SEi_denial}.
Ω1

Ω2
s2

s1
S

s3
s4

....
s5

s6

sNd

s7
s8

s9

s10
s11

D

D
I

I

s12

The points are the sample points of the sample spaces Ω1 and Ω2. The sample points are:
S: SEi_success; I: SEi_incorrect; D: SEi_denial; sk: SEi_successk
The size of the area surrounding the sample point relative to the size of the area depicting the
sample space may be interpreted as an indication of the probability assigned to the sample
point.

Figure 14. Two Sample Spaces of the ‘Execution of SEi’-Experiment

The probabilities assigned to these events are Pr[SEi_success], Pr[SEi_incorrect] and
Pr[SEi_denial].

3. The definition of a random variable implies that the probability of event Ej may itself be used for the
definition of a random variable p (‘the probability assignment random variable’). If pj is the value of p
in case of event Ej then the probability mass function of this random variable p is defined as:
fp(pj) = Pr[p = pj] = Pr[Ej]
It is not clear that this observation helps in the interpretation of a performance measure.
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The probabilities mentioned above are candidate performance measures, pertaining to the
service of the SUT. They can be estimated by measuring frequencies of occurrence at the SUT
boundary. Whether it is useful to consider estimating these probabilities at the CUS boundary
is for further study.
In case the outcome of the probabilistic experiment is successful yet another performance
measure can be identified: the delay involved in executing the service element. As the “success”-part of sample space Ω1 consists of only one sample point, a function defined on this part
of the sample space has one value only. This implies that if ‘delay’ is interpreted as a random
variable d and is defined on this sample space it has one (finite) value d1 only:
fd(d) = Pr[d = d] = Pr[SEi_success]

if d = d1
if d ≠ d1

0

This is a rather counter-intuitive result to say the least: the delay involved in the successful
execution of a particular service element hardly ever has one value only. Assume that Nd different values of the delay d1, d2, ..., dNd may occur (Nd may be infinite, but as the SE is executed
successful, dk is finite). In order to capture the probability-theoretical aspects of the inclusion
of the delay as a performance measure of interest we redefine the sample space Ω1. To do this,
we assume that the “SEi_success”-event is a compound event; it is made up of Nd simple events
“SEi_success_with_delay_dk”, with k = 1, ..., Nd. We subdivide or partition a part of the original sample space. So, abbreviating SEi_success_with_delay_dk to SEi_successk, we see that the
union of all “SEi_successk”-events is the “SEi_success”-event:
SEi_success = ∪k SEi_successk
The redefined sample space Ω2 is (see figure Figure 14, right part):
Ω2 = {SEi_success1, SEi_success2, ..., SEi_successNd, SEi_incorrect, SEi_denial}
The probabilities assigned to these events are Pr[SEi_incorrect], Pr[SEi_denial] and
Pr[SEi_successk] with k = 1, ..., Nd, so
Pr[SEi_success] = ∑k Pr[SEi_successk]
The delay can now be defined as a function on this part of the sample space:
d: SEi_successk (an event) → dk (a real number)

with k = 1, ..., Nd

This function is a random variable; to be precise: a discrete random variable. The probabilities Pr[SEi_successk] assigned to the events SEi_successk are the probabilities that characterise
the random variable d:
fd(dk) = Pr[d = dk] = Pr[SEi_successk]
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Its probability distribution function is defined as:
F d(d) = Pr [ d ≤ d ] =

∑

dk ≤ d

f d(d k)

From the definition as it is now we see that:
F d(∞) = lim Pr [ d ≤ d ] =
d→∞

∑ fd(dk)

= 1 – Pr [ D ] – Pr [ I ]

dk

in which Pr[D] = Pr[SEi_denial] and Pr[I] = Pr[SEi_incorrect]. If this is undesired (after all
Fd(∞) < 1), one needs to define an experiment that takes only the “success”-events into account
or one explicitly defines fd(∞) = Pr[D]+Pr[I].
Although we introduced ‘delay’ by partitioning a discrete sample space into possibly infinite
number of Nd sample points, an extension to an uncountable infinite number of sample points
is also possible. In that case the delay is a continuous random variable and instead of using the
probability mass function Pr[d = dk], the probability distribution function of the random variable d can be used to characterise its statistical properties:
Fd(d) = Pr[d <= d]
For characterisation of the statistical properties the derivative of the PDF, the ‘probability
density function’ (pdf), can also be used (provided it exists):
d
f d(d) =
F (d)
dd d
In our approach we assume that the name of the delay random-variable is determined by the
service element name: SEi_Delay. The place were to measure it however is at the SUT boundary
or (optionally) at the CUS boundary, depending on the type of measurement activity (see
Section 4.2.1, Figure 2).
So, two performance measures -random variables- are identified now: SEi_DelaySUT and
SEi_DelayCUS.
As stated above, the delay may either be assumed a continuous random variable or a discrete
random variable. In either case it is completely characterised by its probability mass function or
probability distribution function.

In Table 6 the result of the identification of performance measures step in our method for a
SUT service consisting of N service elements, SE1 to SEN are presented. Table 7 shows the
equivalent result in case of an ITU-T description.
Although we show random variables as a performance measure in Table 6 and Table 7, only
aspects of these measures (e.g. the ε-quantile Pr[ MFi_DelaySUT ≤ dε ] = ε) or moments of these
measures (e.g. E[ SEi_DelayCUS ] or σ2SEi_Delay_SUT) are estimated in a measurement activity.
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Service Element

Speed-Related
Performance Measure

Accuracy-Related
Performance Measure

Dependability-Related
Performance Measures

SE1

Pr[SE1_success]

Pr[SE1_incorrect]

Pr[SE1_denial]

Pr[SE2_incorrect]

Pr[SE2_denial]

SE1_DelaySUT
SE1_DelayCUS
SE2

Pr[SE2_success]
SE2_DelaySUT
SE2_DelayCUS

...

...

...

...

SEN

Pr[SEN_success]

Pr[SEN_incorrect]

Pr[SEN_denial]

SEN_DelaySUT
SEN_DelayCUS
Table 6: Candidate Performance Measures (OSI/TIOS Description)
Message Flow

Speed-Related
Performance Measure

Accuracy-Related
Performance Measure

Dependability-Related
Performance Measures

MF1

Pr[MF1_success]

Pr[MF1_incorrect]

Pr[MF1_denial]

Pr[MF2_incorrect]

Pr[MF2_denial]

MF1_DelaySUT
MF1_DelayCUS
MF2

Pr[MF2_success]
MF2_DelaySUT
MF2_DelayCUS

...

...

...

...

MFN

Pr[MFN_success]

Pr[MFN_incorrect]

Pr[MFN_denial]

MFN_DelaySUT
MFN_DelayCUS
Table 7: Candidate Performance Measures (ITU-T Description)
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From the tables we see that it is the name of the SE or MF that gives the name to the performance measure. A measure is either a random variable or a probability.
In this way, all possible candidate performance measures that pertain to the execution of a
single SE of the SUT service or a single MF at the SUT boundary can be generated. Whether a
specific performance measure is meaningful or valuable to consider further can not be answered
here, this depends on other criteria (one of them being common sense) and is discussed in
Section 4.5.
The straightforwardness of this reasoning leads us to believe that once a service description
of the SUT or a description of message-flows at the SUT boundary is available, performance
measures can be identified (meaning that their names can be found) in an algorithmic way. This
algorithm leads to a list with candidate performance measures that needs to be pruned using
some selection criterion. So after an identification step, a selection step is necessary.
4.4.3.

Performance Measures and Probability: an Alternative

A slightly other approach to the identification of performance measures is given below. This
alternative approach may be best understood with the left part of Figure 14 in mind, however
we do not use sample space Ω1 as a starting point in this approach. In this alternative approach
the whole service description consisting of N service elements SEi is used to define the sample
space of the experiment.
This sample space is assumed to consist of 3 * N simple elements, denoted as (“SEi”, outcomej) with i = 1, ..., N and j = 1, 2, 3 with outcome1 is “success”, outcome2 = “incorrect” and
outcome3 = “denied”. The probabilistic experiment is ‘the execution of one of the service elements SEi with i= 1, ..., N’. The probabilities assigned to these events are called ‘simultaneous
probabilities’ Pr[SEi, outcomej] and are given in Table 8.
Service Element \ outcome “success”

“incorrect”

“denied”

SE1

Pr[SE1, success] Pr[SE1, incorrect] Pr[SE1, denial]

SE2

Pr[SE2, success] Pr[SE2, incorrect] Pr[SE2, denial]

...

...

SEN

Pr[SEN, success] Pr[SEN, incorrect] Pr[SEN, denial]

...

...

Table 8: Simultaneous Probabilities

Two ‘marginal probabilities’ can be identified: The probability of occurrence of service element i:
Pr[SEi] = ∑j Pr[SEi, outcomej]

i = 1, ..., N, j = 1, 2, 3
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and the probability of occurrence of outcomej:
Pr[outcomej] = ∑i Pr[SEi, outcomej]

i = 1, ..., N, j = 1, 2, 3

Also ‘conditional probabilities’ may be defined e.g. the probability of outcomej conditional
to the occurrence of SEi (assume Pr[SEi] ≠ 0):
Pr[outcomej | SEi] = Pr[SEi, outcomej] / Pr[SEi]

i = 1, ..., N, j = 1, 2, 3

All probabilities mentioned in this approach are candidate performance measures, pertaining
to the service of the SUT. One could pursue this path and define delay in case of a successful
outcome similar to the first approach. Although this is a possible course of action to take we do
not feel it is appropriate in our method. Why?
We want to separate system-usage issues (what service elements to offer to the SoD, when
to offer them to it and in what order/sequence) from the definition of the performance measures
based on the system description in which SUT and CUS are delineated. In probabilistic terms,
Pr[SEi] and its estimation are considered a system-usage issue, while Pr[outcomej] and its determination relate to the definition of a performance measure.
Service elements are executed in some order, for example, a call release SE for a particular
connection always follows the call set-up SE for that connection, not the other way around (of
course call set-up SEs for other connections may occur in between). This means that the experiment ‘the execution of service element call release’ may only be executed after the experiment
‘the execution of service element call set-up’ has outcome “success”. So, the order in which experiments may be executed may depend on the outcome of previous experiments. Furthermore,
the probability of an event in an experiment may be influenced by the outcome of a previous
experiment. The interpretation of the experiment similar to the ‘throwing dice’-experiment does
not hold in this respect. In the ‘throwing dice’-experiment the probabilities assigned to an event
do not change if experiments are repeated: the probabilistic experiments (trials) are ‘statistically
independent’.
In general trials are not always statistically independent. This is an issue that needs separate
attention and is in our method considered to be a system-usage issue (see Section 5.1).
We now return to the identification method presented in Section 4.4.2 and continue with the
selection of a performance measure.

4.5.

Selection of Performance Measures

The selection problem consists of two choices:
1. The selection of a particular (sub)set out of the N service elements that make up the SUTservice or N possible message-flows at the SUT boundary. Performance measures need to
be defined only for the selected SEs/MFs.
2. The selection of the speed-related, accuracy-related and dependability-related measure
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pertaining to an SE/MF chosen in the previous step.
The result in case of SEs is a pruned version of Table 6, an example is shown in Table 9. In
case of MFs a pruned version of Table 7 must be used, but the result will be similar.
Service Element

Speed-Related
Performance Measure

SE1

SE1_DelayCUS

...

...

Accuracy-Related
Performance Measure

Dependability-Related
Performance Measures

...

...

SEN

Pr[SEN_denial]
Table 9: Service Elements and Selected Performance Measures.

The selection of the set of performance measures is not an algorithmic procedure. It is here
that both experience and intuition of the measurement designer should be used. Previously gathered system knowledge, assumptions with respect to the behaviour of the system (for example
“it is so accurate that no SE_incorrect outcome occurs”) should be used.
Most importantly, the question at hand should be answerable by using the selected performance measures. Another valid reasoning is that one attempts to limit the amount of work in the
performance measurement activity, by selecting only a limited number of SE/MF-related performance measures.
The authors believe that explicitly stated criteria should be used in this selection step.
We explicitly do not want to take the following considerations into account at this stage of
our method as we want to abide by a principle of ‘separation of concerns’:
• System description issues (they have been dealt with earlier on in the approach, see
Section 4.2). The acquired system description determines what one can do and how well
one can do it.
• System implementation/realisation issues (they will be dealt with later on in the approach,
in Stage 3)
• Evaluation system realisation issues and system instrumentation1 issues (they will also be
dealt with later on in the approach, in Stage 3)

1. An instrumented system is a system of discourse to which an evaluation system is attached. This seems
to be only a useful concept in the real-world domain, implying that every instrumented system is a realworld system.
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4.6.

Definition of Performance Measures

4.6.1.

Informal Definition

When the candidate performance measures have been identified (Section 4.4) and a selection
has been made (Section 4.5), each individual performance measure needs to be defined precisely. This is always the case, even if the performance measures that will be evaluated are
determined using a different method.
A performance measure can often be given an intuitive meaning and it is usually not difficult
to give an informal, prose definition. Especially the ‘name’ of the measure as induced by SE(M)
or MF(M) (if this method is followed, see Section 4.3) may be very suggestive. Although not
sufficient, such an informal definition is necessary to come to a precise, formal definition.
A formal definition of a performance measure can be given by annotating a time-event diagram (or message-flow diagram), using the informal definition. Before this can be explained, it
is necessary to understand the exact meaning of terms such as ‘measure’, ‘measurement event’
etc. An overview of these terms follows in the next section.
4.6.2.

Terminology

• Measure1: a random variable or a probability which quantitatively characterises (a part of)
the behaviour of a system under test.
• Value of the measure: a sample point of a measure (a number), an observation.
• Measurement: unfortunately the term ‘measurement’ has two distinct uses: both the
process of measuring and the resulting value. We will indicate which use we mean by using
‘measuring’ / ‘measurement process’ in the former and ‘measurement value’ in the latter
case.
• Measurement process: the actual activity of measuring, which yields one or more
measurement values.
• Measurement value: a number (either elapsed time or number of events in a time interval)
which directly results from a measurement process, based on a measurement event. An
observation.
• Measurement event: occurrence of SP(M), PDU(M) or message(M) at a measurement point.
• Measurement point: interaction point (SAP or interface) at the boundary of the SUT and/
or at the boundary of the CUS.
4.6.3.

Formal Definition

There are a number of general guidelines to obtain a formal definition of a performance
measure. According to I.350 [9], the definition of a performance measure

1. As stated in Chapter 3, a performance measure is also often called a performance metric. We consider
these two terms to be synonyms.
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• should be clearly based on events and states that can be observed at connection element
boundaries1
• should not be based on any assumption on the internal structure or characteristics of the
system considered or internal causes of malfunctioning, even if their effects can be
observed externally
So, performance measures should be defined in terms of events (and possibly states) that can
be observed. The constraint that these observations should take place at the connection element
boundaries needs further clarification. In this document the connection element boundaries are
interaction points and connection elements may either be OSI/TIOS entities or ITU-T entities.
The formal definition2 of a performance measure can be based on a time-event diagram/message-flow diagram, making use of the terms defined in Section 4.6.2. The relationships between
these terms are as follows:
Relationship between (the Value of the) Measure and Measurement Values
A fundamental difference between a measure and a measurement value is that a measure is
a random variable or probability while a measurement value is a single number determined by
the outcome of one probabilistic experiment (a single trial). Moreover, the value of the measure
will usually not map one-to-one with a measurement value but can be computed (by adding, dividing, subtracting, etc.) on the basis of a group of measurement values. Of course, incidentally
a value of the measure may coincide with a measurement value if the measure of interest is very
simple.
Relationship between Measurement Events and Measurement Points
When the name of the performance measure was chosen (Section 4.3) nothing was said about
the place where it needs to be measured. The idea of SUT was introduced to be able to specify
where you can measure, namely at interaction points at the boundary of the SUT or inside the
SUT. Measurement events may take place at these interaction points, which are therefore called
potential measurement points. The notion of CUS further restricts these potential measurement
points to the boundary of the SUT and/or the boundary of the CUS.
Relationship between Measurement Values and Measurement Events
There are two types of measurement value: a time stamp relative to a time reference point or
a counted value during a time interval. With these two types, values for delays and frequencies
of occurrence can be computed, covering all performance measures of interest.

1. From the ITU-T example presented later in this section, it will become clear that the concept ‘interface’
is not precise enough, hence the concept ‘connection element boundary’ is used instead.
2. One may ask whether it is possible to provide a formal definition of a measure using an instance (an
example) of behaviour as depicted in a time-event diagram or message-flow diagram. We assumed that
the behaviour description in the acquired system description is structured this way, so we can do no
better.
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The trigger for recording a value (i.e. recording a time stamp or increasing a counter) is a
measurement event. Measurement events are occurrences of service primitives or PDUs pertaining to the measure at a certain measurement point (SP(M), PDU(M) or message(M)). Note that
a counter is not necessarily set to zero at the beginning of the execution of SE(M) or MF(M), as
it is likely to have a scope of several consecutive or interleaved service elements or message
flows.
In order to clarify the definition of a performance measure, consider Figure 15, in which a
formal definition is given of the measure SEi_DelayCUS, using the terminology of
Section 4.6.2. This is a non-specific OSI/TIOS example based on the behaviour description in
Figure 8a and the system-structure description of Figure 11.
Assume that the prose definition of this performance measure is as follows:
SEi_DelayCUS:
The time it takes the CUS to process the PDUs that are involved in the execution of SEi.
The time-event diagram of SEi is given in Figure 8a and has been redrawn in light grey in
Figure 15. The performance measure is indicated by the two black-and-white lines. Following
the method, measurement events may be SP(M) or PDU(M). In Figure 15 it can be seen that
SP(M) ∈ {SP_req, SP_ind, SP_resp, SP_conf} and that PDU(M) ∈ {PL_PDU1, PL_PDU2}. The
measurement points allowed by the method may be SAP(at SUT) and/or
SAP(at CUS). In the example, SAP(at SUT) = {#1, #4} and SAP(at CUS) = {#2, #3}. It is handy to
choose only SAP(at CUS) in this case, so the measurement values are recorded at SAP #2 and
SAP #3. Since SAP(at CUS) was chosen, the corresponding events are the occurrences of
PL_PDU1 (both at SAP #2 and SAP #3) and PL_PDU2 (both at SAP #2 and SAP #3). Now only
a reference point for the time measurements is needed, after which the four required measurement values (t2_1, t2_2, t3_1, t3_2) can be recognised. Finally, the value of the measure can be
computed on the basis of the four measurement values as (t2_2 - t2_1) - (t3_2 - t3_1), which is the
formal definition of the value of the measure. The formal definition of SEi_DelayCUS is then:
SEi_DelayCUS = (t2_2 - t2_1) - (t3_2 - t3_1)
Figure 16 gives a formal definition of the measure MFi_DelayCUS, using the terminology of
Section 4.6.2. This is a non-specific ITU-T example based on the behaviour description in
Figure 8b and the system-structure description of Figure 13.
Assume that the prose definition of this performance measure is as follows:
MFi_DelayCUS:
The time it takes the CUS to process the messages that are involved in the execution of MFi.
The message-flow diagram of MFi is given in Figure 8b and has been redrawn in light grey
in Figure 16. The performance measure is indicated by the two black-and-white lines ( ). Following the method, measurement events are message(M)s. In Figure 16 it can be seen that
message(M) ∈ {I1_message1, I1_message2, PL_PDU1, PL_PDU2, I2_message1, I2_message2}.
The measurement points allowed by the method may be I(at SUT) and/or I(at CUS). In the example,
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I(at SUT) = ∅ and I(at CUS) = {I1, I2}. So only I(at CUS) can be used in this case, implying that the
measurement values are recorded at I1 and I2. Since I(at CUS) was chosen, the corresponding
events are the occurrence of I1_message1 and I1_message2 at interface I1 and the occurrence of
I2_message1and I2_message2 at interface I2.
Now we seemingly have a problem: where exactly is ‘at interface In’? In fact, an interface
appears to be an infinite set of possible measurement points, ranging from the boundary of one
limiting functional entity to the boundary of its other limiting functional entity. For functional
tests (such as conformance tests) this is no problem: it does not matter for the sequence of events
on an interface exactly where on the interface you measure. For performance measurements
however, it does matter, because the time at which a message is issued at one limiting functional
entity for instance differs from the time at which the same message arrives at the other limiting
functional entity. This time difference is due to the propagation delay. If the propagation delay
is negligible, an assumption which is frequently made in situations for which message-flow diagrams are created, the problem is solved. This is probably why the arrows in message-flow
diagrams are often drawn horizontally between functional entities instead of with an angle! If
the propagation delay is not negligible (or if one does not know whether it is), additional information is needed about where on the interface one wants to measure.
Returning to the example, we refine ‘at interface I1’ to ‘at interface I1 at the boundary of
functional entity PE1’ and ‘at interface I2’ to ‘at interface I2 at the boundary of functional entity
PE2’, because those two points identify the boundary of the CUS better than any other possible
points at interfaces I1 and I2. Now only a reference point for the time measurements is needed,
after which the four required measurement values (t1_1, t1_2, t2_1, t2_2) can be recognised. Finally, the value of the measure can be computed on the basis of the four measurement values as
(t1_2 - t1_1) - (t2_2 - t2_1), which is the formal definition of the value of the measure. The formal
definition of MFi_DelayCUS is then:
MFi_DelayCUS = (t1_2 - t1_1) - (t2_2 - t2_1)
An example showing the definition of a performance measure which is a probability is for
further study. We expect that time-event/message-flow diagrams can be used in this case as well.
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SAP

SAP

#1

#2
PE1 in
PC1

LL_
SePr
(CUS)

SAP

SAP

#3

#4
PE2 in
PC2

reference point
time measurements
(global)

SP_req

LL_SP1(PL_PDU1, ... )
t2_1

LL_SP2(PL_PDU1, ... )
t3_1

SP_ind

SEi_DelayCUS
SP_resp
t3_2
LL_SP4(PL_PDU2, ... )

LL_SP3(PL_PDU2, ... )

t2_2

SP_conf

measurement points:
SAP#2
SAP#3

measurement events:
PL_PDU1 at SAP#2
PL_PDU2 at SAP#2
PL_PDU1 at SAP#3
PL_PDU2 at SAP#3

value of the measure:
SEi_DelayCUS =
(t2_2 - t2_1) - (t3_2 - t3_1)

measurement values:
t2_1
t2_2
t3_1
t3_2

measure:
SEi_DelayCUS =
(t2_2 - t2_1) - (t3_2 - t3_1)
(random variable)

Figure 15. Example of Definition of Performance Measure (OSI/TIOS Description)
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FE1

I1

PI

PE1

I2

PE2

FE2

reference point
time measurements
(global)
I1_message1

t1_1

PL_PDU1

t2_1
I2_message1
MFi_DelayCUS

t2_2

I2_message2

PL_PDU2
t1_2
I1_message2

measurement points:
I1 at PE1
I2 at PE2

measurement events:
I1_message1 at I1(PE1)
I1_message2 at I1(PE1)
I2_message1 at I2(PE2)
I2_message2 at I2(PE2)

value of the measure:
MFi_DelayCUS =
(t1_2 - t1_1) - (t2_2 - t2_1)

measurement values:
t1_1
t1_2
t2_1
t2_2

measure:
MFi_DelayCUS =
(t1_2 - t1_1) - (t2_2 - t2_1)
(random variable)

Figure 16. Example of Definition of Performance Measure (ITU-T Description)
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4.6.4.

Measurement Values, Value of the Measure and Random Variables

In Figure 15 and Figure 16 measurement points, measurement events, measurement values,
the value of the measure and the measure itself were defined. In Figure 17 the relation between
measurement values, the value of the measure and the random variables are shown. We use a
time-event diagram or message-flow diagram to depict the measurement values in it. The k-th
repetition of the probabilistic experiment ‘execution of SE(M)/MF(M)’ results in four measurement values ti_j,k (see Figure 15 and Figure 16) that are used to compute one value of the
measure mk (with k counting the trial number, k = 1, 2, ...). By repeatedly executing this experiment we obtain a ‘sample of observations’ (a list of realisations) on the basis of which statistical
properties of the measure will be inferred.
Measurement Value

ti_j,k

1

ti_j

3

Value of the Measure mk

Measurement Value (RV)

4

2
m

Measure (RV)

k: the sequence-number of the probabilistic experiment ‘the execution of SEi/MFi’ (k-the trial)

RV: random variable

Figure 17. Measurement Values, Value of the Measure and Random Variables

In the figure it is shown that there are two possible ‘computation paths’ to derive statistical
properties of the measure.
In the first path, the realisations used for computation of statistical properties are realisations
of the measurement value ti_j (the random variable). One can generate four samples of observations1 {t2_2,k}, {t2_1,k}, {t3_2,k} and {t3_1,k} (the OSI/TIOS case, see Figure 15). Per sample
one computes the statistical properties of ti_j one is interested in and subsequently uses these to
compute the properties of m. This ‘computation-path’ is depicted as arrow (1) → arrow (4) in
Figure 17.
In the second path, the value of the measure are used. Per probabilistic experiment the realisations of the measurement value are computed directly into a value of the measure mk.
Subsequently, statistical techniques are applied to the sample of observations {mk} to arrive at
estimations for the moments of m. This ‘computation path’ is depicted as
arrow (3) → arrow (2) in the figure.

1. {xk} denotes a list, consisting of elements with ordered indices x1, x2, x3 .....
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We believe, that by using realisations that describe the quantitative properties of the one-time
execution of a service-element/message-flow directly for the computation of a realisation of the
measure (a value of the measure, mk), we are able to specify clearly what it is we are interested
in. Moreover, it can be shown that the second computation path has advantages over the first
one, especially when there are more than two users involved in the execution of the service-element/message-flow and exclusion of user-response times is an issue (see e.g. [4]). In that case,
the computation that maps measurement values to values of the measure deserves special attention and may be rather non-straightforward. Inferring statistical properties using a sample of
observations of ti_j may be even meaningless in this case. See also [20].
If ‘computation path’ arrow (3) → arrow (2) can be implemented in the measurement system, it helps in alleviating storage-capacity requirements for such a system (at the cost of
increased requirements for computational capacity).
In this report we assume that all measurement values belonging to the one-time execution of
a SE(M)/MF(M), are computed into a value of the measure that is used to asses the statistical
properties of the measure (computation path arrow (3) → arrow (2)). So, the realisations used
to derive statistical properties of the measure, the observations, are the values of the measure; a
sample (in the statistical sense) is a list {mk} (see Chapter 5).
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4.7.

Identification of Parameters of Influence from the System Description

In this section we discuss what the parameters are that can influence the results of a performance-measurement experiment. These so-called ‘parameters of influence’ play an important role
in the definition and the execution of an experiment. We discuss this topic in two different but
complementary ways.
The first way is a continuation of our method presented so far. First we give a definition of a
parameter of influence. In particular we answer the question what is actually influenced by a parameter of influence. Furthermore, we discuss the classes of parameters of influence that may
play a role. We present a structured approach for the identification of parameters of influence (a
taxonomy or a check-list). We think that the parameters that can be found depend on the system
description used in the measurement activity and also that they should be derived from the system description in a systematic way.
The second way bridges the performance measurement initialisation stage (Stage 1 in our
method) and the performance-measurement planning stage (Stage 2).
This way is based on a description of the system of discourse that highlights the role that parameters of influence play. We introduce the concept of an instance of the SoD. Different values
for parameters of influence lead to different instances of the SoD. By this concept we both stress
and demonstrate the importance of parameters of influence for (the specification of) a performance measurement experiment.
As we relate a system description to a design-phase (see Section 4.2.2) and link the parameters of influence to a system description, we implicitly relate these parameters to a design-phase.
This shows that also the specification of a performance measurement experiment depends on
the results of a certain design-phase.
4.7.1.

Parameters of Influence

Intuitively it is not difficult to grasp the meaning of the notion ‘parameters of influence’:
these are parameters that (may) influence the result of performance measurements or a performance measurement experiment. That is, if the value of a parameter of influence is changed, we
may expect that the results of the performance measurement experiment change also.
However, there are some problems with this intuitive understanding of ‘parameter of influence’ due to the nature of our problem. Let us first consider what a parameter of influence
actually influences. In order to do so we use the time event diagram shown in Figure 15 and we
keep all parameters of influence constant (assuming that we have already identified them). At
first instance one might select the ‘measurement values’ as the items that are being influenced.
However, this can not be the case since these values depend (for instance) on the time reference
point for measurements. Even if this point is fixed, the measurement values may change when
repeating a (probabilistic) experiment due to statistical fluctuations. Similarly, when we change
the value of a parameter of influence the measurement values may change when repeating the
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probabilistic experiment. Hence, on the basis of the measurement values we can not decide
whether the parameter affects the results. A similar way of reasoning can be followed when considering the ‘value of the measure’ instead of measurement values.
Fortunately we can resolve this problem by resorting to probability theory. An introduction
to this theory has already been given in Section 4.4. We can say:
• The performance measure is either a random variable, i.e. a variable having some probability
distribution function (PDF) or a probability. In case of a random variable, e.g. delay, one may
think of the performance measure as described by the moments of the PDF of the random
variable, such as mean delay and variance of the delay.
• A value of the measure (in the terminology of Section 4.6), being the outcome of a single
probabilistic experiment (e.g. ‘execution of SE(M)’), is taken as an observation for statistical
inference.
• A sequence of observations is called a ‘sample’. It results from repeating the probabilistic
experiment.
By applying one or more operators to a sample (in other words, perform some computation
on the sample) we obtain an estimate for a part of (or moments of) the probability distribution
function of the performance measure (and in extension to that, the accuracy and confidence interval of the estimate).
However, the identification of a parameter of influence should not be based on our a priori
knowledge about these estimates of (for instance) the first and second moments of a random variable. The identification of a parameter of influence should be based on whether we think or may
assume that it affects the PDF of the random variable itself (or whether we think it affects the
probability). So it is our knowledge or insight into the way the system works that determines
what parameters of influence we identify. Whether or not there are difficulties in estimating the
consequences of a parameter of interest for the performance measure, should not be used as a
criterion in this identification step.
If we want to relate the parameters of influence to probability theory the following definition
is applicable (in case the performance measure is a random variable):
Parameter of influence:
A parameter of influence is a parameter whose value is a priori considered to affect the probability distribution function (PDF) of the measure (significantly).
We included the ‘a priori’ to emphasise the fact that we expect the parameter to affect the
measure. This expectation is based on our system knowledge as induced from the system description. So, in a way, the system description is assumed to constrain what can affect the
performance measure.
Furthermore we included that the effects must be expected to be significant. This should be
seen in relation to the confidence intervals and the accuracy of the estimates of moments of the
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performance measure. If, for instance, a parameter of influence affects the PDF of a performance measure in such a way that it cannot be determined by using statistical techniques, we are
not able to measure the effect of the change. If we therefore execute an experiment we know in
advance that we will conclude (a posteriori) that the parameter does not affect the performance
measure. So the ‘parameter of influence’ is not a parameter of influence after all.
Having a clearer view on what the parameters of influence may affect, we can go in search
for these parameters.
4.7.2.

Identification of Candidate Parameters of Influence

In a performance measurement activity, we must have an idea about the parameters that may
affect the results of our experiment. Whether these parameters indeed influence our results, and
how much, may not be known yet. It is for this reason that we prefer to talk about candidate
parameters of influence. We may have good reasons to assume that these parameters will play
a role in our experiment and we may also have some expectations about what their impact on
the results of the experiment may be (e.g. increase of PDU size increases SEi_Delay). Investigating what the effects of these parameters are on the performance measure may be part of our
performance measurement objectives (see Section 4.1).
The list of the candidate parameters of influence that are found/identified in this seventh step
of stage 1 of our method (see Table 1) reflects part of our knowledge about the system of discourse. We assume that the acquired system-description is used for the identification of these
parameters. This description therefore constrains what can be found and thus what can be done
in an experiment.
As an example consider a performance-measurement activity as a follow-up to a design activity in which an advanced B-ISDN signalling system is created and analysed. Hou [4] presents
a list of issues that can help us to find candidate parameters of influence for e.g. a ‘Call_SetUp_Delay’. His list is as follows:
• The signalling and control system including the signalling transfer network,
• The reference configuration of the signalling network,
• The capacity of the processor(s) on which the signalling protocol entities and control
functional entities run,
• The complexity of the call
• The load of the signalling network
In the context of our performance measurement approach we prefer to have a more structured
method for the identification of candidate parameters of influence. Rather than a flat list, such a
structured method has also been advocated in the PLATINUM project [15].
Given the system of discourse we may first distinguish between two classes: system-description-related parameters and system-usage-related parameters. The parameters below are
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assumed to affect a single performance measure, pertaining to a particular SE/MF. If multiple
measures are studied, the identification step should be repeated for each measure.
The following parameters need to be listed as candidate parameters of influence of the
(M)/MF(M):
SE
• System-description-related parameters.
These are the parameters that can be identified using the system description in which the
SUT and CUS are delineated (see Section 4.3). We distinguish four subclasses:
SUT-structure-related parameters.
In general the system under test consists of a collection of entities connected in some
specific way (i.e. the (reference) configuration or topology of the system). The way in
which entities are connected possibly affects performance. Furthermore, the constituting entities of the SUT all have an internal structure that may affect performance.
For example, the interconnection structure of a group of switches may be meshed or
fully inter-connected. The switches themselves may have a different switching fabric.
SUT -internal behaviour-related parameters.
Each entity in the SUT has some specific (qualitative) behaviour, that may be characterised with parameters that identify different behaviours of the entity. Groups of entities internal to the SUT that co-operate to realise some behaviour that may be
parameterised.
For example, the entities of a protocol layer inside the SUT execute some algorithm in
which flow control is or is not used.
SUT-external behaviour-related parameters.
First of all, the parameters of the service element/message-flow that gives the measure
its name. The service element SE(M) or message flow MF(M) is defined by a set of
service primitives or messages and their temporal ordering. Service primitives depend
on a number of service-primitive parameters. Messages consist of information elements which may also be interpreted as parameters. The SE/MF thus depends on a
number of parameters that may affect performance.
For example SE parameters may be the number and/or nature of involved service
users, the required Quality of Service (QoS) or the number of information elements
that constitute a message.
Second, the non-SE(M)/MF(M) service elements and message flows and their parameters, as they may be issued as workload but can be found by inspection of the system
description. So, in fact all SEs/MFs and their parameters of the SUT may influence
the performance measure1.
Parameters that characterise quantitative aspects of the SUT.
Although possibly not present in the acquired system-description, we may already
consider some quantitative aspects of the system under test such as capacity related
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parameters.
For example, processor capacity, buffer capacity and transmission capacity of entities
inside the SUT.
• System-usage-related parameters.
To do performance measurements we need to activate or trigger the SUT repeatedly so that
it ‘reveals’ its behaviour: We need to execute a probabilistic experiment (several times).
Activation of the system should be done by supplying at least the service primitives or
messages initiating the service element SE(M) or message flow MF(M) of which we study
the quantitative aspects. Apart from the SE(M)/MF(M) also other SEs/MFs of the SUT may
be issued.
In an experiment we should try to mimic normal usage of the system as much as possible.
This means that issues like when to issue an SE/MF, in what order to issue them and at what
rate need to be resolved. The type of problems encountered here are called ‘workloadspecification issues’. While all SE/MFs and their parameters can be identified using the
system description, workload-specification issues relate to usage of the system and are
(very likely) not included in the system description.
We distinguish two types of workload:
1. - workload that is used to generate the SPs/messages that lead to the execution of SE(M)/
MF(M), this is all the load consisting of SUT-service SEs/MFs, in which SE(M)/MF(M)
should occur. This load is called ‘foreground load’ or just ‘workload’.
2. - workload that does not generate SUT-service SEs/MFs but utilises network resources
and as such may affect the results of the experiment. We call this type of load the
‘background load’.
Issues regarding workload selection are dealt with in Section 5.1.
An overview of these classes and some examples for each subclass is given in Table 10.

1. Important is that we want to identify candidate parameters that may affect performance. All SE/MFs of
the SUT and their parameters satisfy this criterion. When one defines a workload for an experiment the
SEs/MFs (including SE(M)s/MF(M)s) and their parameters need to be specified. So, one could be
tempted to list them under system-usage-related parameters. We did not do this, as SEs/MFs and their
parameters can be found by inspection of the system description. However, a choice of particular SEs/
MFs and values for their parameters for purpose of experimentation should represent knowledge about
system usage. Choosing particular values is thus a part of the workload specification activity. See
Section 5.1.
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Parameter class

Parameter sub-class Examples of parameters of influence
of a measure pertaining to SE(M)/
MF(M)

system-descriptionrelated parameters

SUT structure

network topology or (reference)
configuration
e.g. switch interconnection structure

internal structure of an entity
e.g. switching fabric

SUT internalbehaviour

behaviour of co-operating entities
e.g. type of flow-control algorithm

internal behaviour of an entity
e.g. type of scheduling scheme

SUT externalbehaviour

all service elements
all service element parameters
e.g. number and/or nature of involved service
users; the required QoS

all message flows
all message flow parameters
e.g. information elements that constitute a
message

quantitative aspects
of the SUT

processor capacity
transmission capacity
buffer capacity
PDU length, message length

system-usagerelated parameters

workload

see Section 5.1

background load

Table 10: Structured Approach for the Identification of Candidate Parameters of Influence

In Table 11 the list of Hou [4] is moulded into our table according to our interpretation of it.
The SUT in his case is the B-ISDN signalling network, consisting of the signalling and control
applications (the intelligence) and the signalling transfer network. Below, the SUT of this example is referred to as ‘signalling and control system’.
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Parameter class

Parameter sub-class Examples of parameters of influence
of a measure pertaining to
SE(M)/MF(M)

system-descriptionrelated parameters

SUT structure

system-usagerelated parameters

signalling and control system (structure)
reference configuration of the signalling
network

SUT internalbehaviour

signalling and control system (behaviour)

SUT externalbehaviour

complexity of a call1

quantitative aspects
of the SUT

capacity of processors on which the signalling
protocol entities and control functional entities
run

workload
background load

load of the signalling network

1. Interpreted as a parameter of the SE(M)/MF(M) only. Other SEs and their parameters may also
affect the measure.

Table 11: Example: Candidate Performance Affecting Parameters of Hou [4].

Once the parameters have been identified, one is able to plan a performance measurement
experiment1, that is, one can decide which parameters are to be varied in the experiment and
which will be kept constant (assuming that the experimenter has full control over these parameters). This planning of performance measurements is discussed in Chapter 5.
Now, we highlight the role that these parameters play in our approach.
4.7.3.

System of Discourse Instantiation

The purpose of a system of discourse is to offer specified behaviour to its users. What the
behaviour of a system is, is assumed to be described in the system description. There are (many)
different ways in which behaviour can be offered, that is, there are many choices or alternatives
to the question how to implement behaviour. We will call a particular choice or alternative an
instance2 of the system of discourse. This notion is important for reasoning about a system. This
can be demonstrated by the following example: once an instance of the system of discourse has
1. We interpret the concept ‘experiment’ as a study into one performance measure for different values of
the candidate parameters that affect it. A definition is given in Chapter 5.
2. instance. 1. n. Example, illustration of a general truth (many substances, for instance soda; soda is an
instance); particular case (in your, this, instance); ....
[The Oxford handy dictionary (sixth edition, 1989)]
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been selected one may substitute (under certain conditions) a particular entity by another entity
in order to optimise the system according to some criterion. We say that due to this substitution
we have another instance of the system of discourse. Some of these changes or entity substitutions may be subjected to performance measurements so that based on the results obtained, the
best system alternative can be selected.
Given these considerations we show how an instance of the system of discourse relates to
instances of components/entities.
A system consists of different entities or components. We assume that for each component
alternative components may exist. A single alternative out of possibly many is called an ‘instance of a component’. For each component or entity in the system of discourse (SoD)
instances may be selected. Once an instance has been chosen for each component in a system,
an ‘instance of the SoD’ has been induced. This choice-problem or choosing process can be considered a mapping from alternatives to a particular choice. The ‘system of discourse function’ S
is a mapping from instances of components to an instance of the SoD.
Below, notation is introduced for use in the remainder of the document.
Let S be the set of possible instances of the SoD, and define s ∈S as an SoD instance. Assume
that there are m components or entities that constitute the system of discourse. For the i-th component we can select an instance γi,j from a set Γi of components-‘i’ with the same qualitative
behaviour. We assume that the component set Γi is finite and is defined as Γi = {γi,1, ..., γi,li},
where li 1 is the number of component instances in the set Γi. With these conventions we can
define the system of discourse function S as a mapping of entity instances (or instances of components) to an instance of the system of discourse:
S: Γ1 × ... × Γm → S
Denoting an element of Γi as gi, we have
S( g1, g2, g3, ..., gm ) = s ∈S
To denote a particular choice one can use the following notation:
S( γ1,j1, γ2,j2, γ3,j3, ..., γm,jm ) = sj1, j2, j3, ..., jm ∈S
in which (for example) j1 can be interpreted as a counter that counts different alternatives of
component ‘1’ or (equivalently) component-‘1’ instances: j1 ∈{1, 2, 3, ...., l1}. sj1, j2, j3, ..., jm
can either be interpreted as denoting all instances of the SoD (the counters j1, j2, ..., jm are dummy variables) or as a particular SoD instance. We use the latter interpretation and denote a
particular SoD instance as sj1, j2, j3, ..., jm and an SoD instance in general as s.
For example, S(γ1,1, γ2,3, γ4,7, ..., γm,1) is a particular instance s1, 3, 7, ..., 1of the system of discourse, while s is some instance of the SoD.
1. When li is used in a subscript it is depicted as in ali. For reasons of readability we do not use nested
subscripts like in a l .
i
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In Figure 18 an example is given for a system of discourse consisting of two components,
m = 2. In this figure the boxes like γ1,1 and γ2,1 represent component or entity instances chosen
from component or entity sets Γ1 and Γ2 respectively. Selecting instance γ1,2 for component or
entity #1 and instance γ2,2 for component or entity #2 thus gives the system of discourse instance S(γ1,2, γ2,2) or equivalently s2,2.
The notation introduced above can be used to denote system elements by acronyms. Consider an SoD consisting of three protocol layers: a transport layer (TL), a network layer (NL) and
a data-link layer (DL). The SoD function is
S( TL, NL, DL )
For each layer alternative protocols exist:
ΓTL = {UDP, TCP}
ΓNL = {IP}
ΓDL = {ETH, F-ETH, LANE, ATM}
A particular instance of the SoD is represented as:
S( UDP, IP, ATM ) = sUDP, IP, ATM
Note that the distinction between S( TL, NL, DL ) and S( UDP, IP, ATM ) is lost on a textual
level (not on a semantic level). Therefore sUDP, IP, ATM is used instead of S( UDP, IP, ATM ) to
denote a particular instance.
S(γ1,2, γ2,2)
Γ1

γ1,3

γ1,1

γ1,2

γ2,1

s2,2

Γ2

γ2,2

Grey areas denote the
sets Γi of component ‘i’
instances γi,j.
s2,2 is a particular SoD
instance.

Figure 18. An Instance of the System of Discourse
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Before continuing, we want to elaborate somewhat further on the set S of possible instances
of the system of discourse. All elements of this set are assumed to be the same from the viewpoint of what qualitative behaviour they execute. However, they are all different from the
viewpoint of how they execute this behaviour. From a performance point of view it is interesting
to study different instances of the system of discourse, since it may be expected that one instance
has a better performance compared to another. Hence the behaviour of SoD instances may differ
in quantitative aspects such as those expressed in a performance measure.
In some cases the selection of a component or entity can be done in a direct way, especially
when the entities directly relate to e.g. physical entities (ITU-T system description). In those
cases we have an ‘off-the-shelf’ set of entities from which we can make a selection, e.g. switch
type or data-link type.
In other cases we may have parameterised entities. We can then only select an instance of
the component or entity by setting the component or entity parameters to a certain value1. An
example of this is the window size in a flow control algorithm of a protocol layer. This can be
captured formally by introducing a component or entity function which maps parameter values
to component or entity instances. Assume that possible instances of component or entity #i can
be selected from component-set Γi.
Let this selection be determined by n parameters, where the value of the j-th parameter can
be selected from a parameter set Πi j. We assume that the set Πi j is finite2 and is defined as
Πi j = {πi j,1, ..., πi j,li_j}, where li_j 3 is the number of parameter values in the set Πi j.
The parameterised-component function Ci is defined as4:
Ci: Πi 1 × ... × Πi n → Γi
So, if for instance in the example of Figure 18, the selection of the first component is determined by parameter p1 1 and the second component by p2 1 and p2 2, we can write
S( C1(p1 1), C2(p2 1,p2 2) ) = s ∈S
The instance of the system of discourse is determined by the three parameters p1 1, p2 1 and p2 2.
To denote a particular choice we use the following notation
Ci(πi 1,j1, πi 2,j2 ..., πi n,jn) = gi j1 j2 j3 ... jn = γi,k

1. A parameter may also be interpreted as an aspect, property or characteristic of a component. It need not
be something that can be expressed in numbers only.
2. Although it may be infinite and presumably uncountable infinite (for further study). Presumably parameters may even be random variables themselves (also for further study).
3. When li_j is used in a subscript is depicted as in ali_j. For reasons of readability we do not use nested
subscripts like in a l .
ij

4. The notation below is a bit cumbersome. It is included for completeness only.
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in which the last step takes place by renumbering.
So, if
Π1 1 = {π1 1,1, π1 1,2}, Π2 1 = {π2 1,1, π2 1,2 ..., π2 1,10}, Π2 2 = {π2 2,1, π2 2,2 π2 2,3}
and
C1: Π1 1 → Γ1 and C2: Π2 1 × Π2 2→ Γ2
then a particular instance may be represented as
S( C1(π1 1,1), C2(π2 1,10,π2 2,2) ) = S( g1 1, g2 10 2 ) = S(γ1,j1, γ2,j2) = sj1 j2
The components or entities can be virtually anything, for instance: functional entities, protocol entities, lower-level service-providers, physical entities (see also Section 4.2 on system
description). In Table 12 we have listed a number of examples in which also parameter sets are
shown.
Parameter set Πi

Component instances { γi,j } or
Parameter values { πi,j }

data-link layer

[none]

{ethernet, fast-ethernet, LANE,
ATM}

signalling application entity

processor type

{MotorolaType1, ...,
MotorolaTypeN, IntelType1, ...,
IntelTypeM}

ATM layer

flow control algorithm

{Windowing,
AdaptiveWindowing#2,
CallGapping,
AdaptiveCallGapping,
LeakyBucket, ...}

windowing algorithm

{WindowSize1, ....,
WindowSizeN}

ATM layer

call admission control algorithm

{effective bandwidth, equivalent
capacity, ...}

ATM layer

policing algorithm

{GCRA, double GCRA, ...}

policing rate

{PCR1, PCR2, PCR3, ....}

Component set

Γi

Table 12: Component Instances and Parameter Values.

As an example of a parameterised entity, assume that we have as entity or component a protocol layer with a windowing algorithm for flow control. This algorithm has a parameter
‘window-size’. By changing the value of this parameter we say that we get another instance of
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the protocol layer.
4.7.4.

Relation Between Instances and SUT & CUS

The description of the system of discourse above is a general in the sense that it does not need
the concepts that structure a measurement activity, ‘system under test’ and ‘component under
study’. While in the previous section any part of the SoD as defined in the system description is
subject to instantiation, we limit all these possibilities in our method to the CUS only. The CUS
and SUT concept constrain or direct the application of what is allowed to be varied in the experiment. Below we show that the role of parameters that affect performance depends on what
system the system part is they pertain to.
• Components or entities outside the SUT.
These components may influence the workload as issued by the workload generating system.
Component instances or parameter values may be changed in this part of the system, but this
should be interpreted as affecting the workload expressed in SE(M)/MF(M). So parameters
here are workload parameters (relate to SUT usage) and need to be brought under control of
the experimenter.
• Components or entities outside the CUS but inside the SUT.
Each of these components may either be a parameterised component or it may be a particular
component instance taken from a component set. For an experiment, it is important to require
that both these parameters are kept constant and no components are being substituted by
others. In an ideal situation these parameter values and component or entity instances are
known. If the first two requirements are satisfied, it implies that the experimenter has
sufficient control over the components or entities outside the CUS.
• Components or entities inside the CUS.
Once a CUS has been delineated in the SoD, it is needed to have full control over the instances
selected for each component or entity in the CUS. If one of the objectives of the performance
measurements is to evaluate alternatives it is required to know which particular instance has
been selected in a particular experiment-run and to know the values of the parameters in
parameterised components.
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4.8.

Overview

The previous section on parameters completes the first stage of the method. To recapitulate,
Table 13 shows the steps that constitute this Measurement Initialisation stage. Each of the steps
has been worked out in a separate section, and the section numbers have been put between
brackets in the table.
1. Measurement Initialisation
(Define measures of interest and identify parameters of influence)
1. State objectives (Section 4.1)
2. Describe system as far as known and relevant to goals (Section 4.2)
3. Delineate system under test and (optionally) component under study in
system (Section 4.3)
4. Identify candidate performance measures (Section 4.4)
5. Select performance measures of interest (Section 4.5)
6. Define performance measures of interest (Section 4.6)
7. Identify parameters of influence induced by system description
(Section 4.7)
Table 13: Steps of Measurement Initialisation Stage

In the next chapter we show how the list with candidate parameters of influence and the instantiation-idea can be used for the specification of an experiment in which one performance
measure is studied for different values of the parameters that affect it.
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5.

Measurement Planning

In this section we present initial ideas on how to specify a measurement experiment. The idea
is to use the definition of a performance measure and the list of parameters that might affect it
for this purpose. The measurement-planning activities are foreseen in Stage 2 of our method and
should lead to an experiment specification. For each performance measure our method leads to
a separate experiment specification. How to combine multiple experiments for different performance measures efficiently is outside the scope of this document.
How to specify an experiment and what concepts to use has not yet reached a conclusive
state. However we think that the concepts and ideas presented in this chapter, although in status
nascendi, express some of our ideas and may serve as a basis for further elaboration.
In Section 5.1 we propose to use a ‘high-level’ description for specification of the workload.
This description is parameterised and, similar to the approach in Section 4.7.3, a ‘workload
function’ that maps ‘workload parameter’-values to a ‘workload instance’ is defined. One could
say that by identifying workload parameters this workload function is defined. This section describes the first step of Stage 2.
By combining the workload parameters of the workload function and the parameters of the
SoD function of Section 4.7.3 we can define a ‘performance-measure function’ that maps the
combined parameters to a ‘performance measure instance’. The performance-measure function
is the starting-point for experiment specification. Section 5.2 describes the second step of
Stage 2.
In Section 5.3 it is shown, in an outline fashion, how the performance-measure function can
be used for experiment specification. In this section additional concepts such as ‘experimentrun’ and ‘probabilistic experiment’ are explained. The analysis in this section has led to the
structuring into steps of Stage 2: ‘Measurement Planning’ as shown in Table 1.

5.1.

Identification of Workload Parameters

In this section we first provide a ‘rough high-level’ description of a workload. We do not focus on how to characterise a workload (derive a workload from an operational real-world
system), nor on how to describe one exactly or in detail, nor on how to provide one efficiently
to a SUT (which we consider instrumentation issues, see Stage 3: ‘Measurement Instrumentation’ and Section 7.2). For more on these issues, the reader is referred to [12].
To study the quantitative aspects of the SUT behaviour, one uses an evaluation system to
stimulate the SUT so that it ‘reveals’ its behaviour and one is able to measure. This stimulation
of the SUT is done by providing a workload to it. The behaviour which one wants to induce
when providing a workload should at least consist of multiple executions of the SE/MF to which
the measure pertains, so SE(M)s or MF(M)s1. It seems therefore natural to specify the workload
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as a list or a sequence of particular SEs issued to the SUT, in which multiple SE(M)s occur.
There are many different workloads that can be offered to the SUT. In our approach we assume that possible choices of workloads can be parameterised and that a particular choice of a
workload is defined by assigning parameter-values to the so called ‘workload parameters’.
A particular workload choice or alternative is called a ‘workload instance’. A measurement
action can only take place if both a system and a workload are selected, or equivalently, instantiated. The result of an experiment definition should be a SoD instance and a workload instance
that together determine what values of the measure will be found during measurement action.
A ‘workload instance’ is a list of particular SEs of the SUT in which not only the order of
the sequence of particular SEs should be given, but also the time instants of all ‘SUT activating’-SPs involved in the execution of the SEs. The list should contain timing-information for
those SPs that are used to activate SUT behaviour.
For a complete and exact workload description the time of issuance of all ‘SUT activating’SPs at all SAP(at SUT)s should be specified. We propose only to describe the time instant of the
SP that initiates the behaviour of a particular SE. From the system-behaviour description, in
which the temporal ordering of events pertaining to a particular SE is depicted in time-event diagrams, the relation between an initiating SP and all other SPs can be found. As we are only
interested in SE(M), only the time-event diagram of this SE is used. For the other SEs one could
present the time-event diagram as well, but this is not considered necessary for experiment
definition.
As an example consider Figure 15. There the SE is a service element that pertains to the
measure, so SE(M). In this figure SP_req at SAP #1 initiates the SE(M). While a complete specification would involve all ‘SUT activating’ SP(M)s (so including the response primitive
SP_resp at SAP #4 in the figure) we propose to use a ‘rough high-level’ workload specification
for experiment definition purposes. In this specification only the time-instance at which SP_req
at SAP #1 is used and the qualitative aspects of behaviour depicted in this figure are assumed to
be executed.
A particular workload is described by a workload instance. The workload instance for the
execution of the k-th SE consists of a tuple (SE, tk), in which tk is the time instance at which the
‘SUT activating’-SP for this k-th SE of the workload is issued (k = 1, ..., L, tk > tk-1). This SP
is called the ‘SE-initiating SP’.
Part of the particular SEs that make up the workload instance are SE(M)s, so pertain to the
measure.We assume that an ‘SE(M)-activating’-SP results in the behaviour of which the temporal ordering is depicted in the time-event diagram that is used to define the performance measure
1. From now on, we use the ISO/TIOS description in this chapter, so concepts like ‘SE’, ‘SP’ etc. The
reader is assumed to be aware of the (lack of) analogy between the ITU-T and ISO/TIOS descriptions.
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(e.g. Figure 15.). As is shown in this annotated time-event diagram a relation is defined from
behaviour (the one-time execution of SE(M) = SEi) to a value of the measure (SEiDelayCUS). By
executing SE(M) for the kM-th time, the kM-th value of the measure mkM (= SEiDelayCUS,kM)
can be measured, so that a list of ‘roughly’ specified SEs results in a list of values of the measure
(see also Section 4.6.4).
So, a ‘selected workload’ or equivalently an ‘instantiated workload’ W_list that is useful for
experiment definition may be given in the form of:
W_List = ( (SEi1, t1), (SEi2, t2), ..., (SEik, tk), ..., (SEiL, tL) )

in which SEik is a particular SE, selected out of the list of possible SUT service-elements
{SE1, ...., SEN} (the ‘service element alphabet’ if you like) and ik ∈ {1, ..., N}. SE(M) is assumed to occur often enough to allow statistical inference. L is the number of particular SEs in
the workload and tk is the time instant at which the k-th SE-initiating SP is issued.
The order in which SEs may occur may be constrained in some way, e.g. in a signalling system a Call_SetUp SE must occur before a Call_Release SE. Consider as an example a workload
in which Call_SetUp-s are followed by Call_Release-s. Assume that we are interested in the
Call_Set_Up_Delay. Let SE1 be the Call_SetUp SE (so SE1 is SE(M)) and SE2 the Call_Release
SE. A workload instance may now be described as
W_List = ( (SE1, t1), (SE2, t2), (SE1, t3), (SE2, t4), (SE1, t5), ..., (SE1, tL-1), (SE2, tL) )

in which L is assumed to be an even number. After experimentation and assuming that all
were executed successfully, a list of values of the measure occurs, e.g.:
SE
(M)s

VoM_List = ( m1, m3, m5, ..., m2k+1, ..., mL-1 )

in which the indices k relate to the ones of tk in the W_List. The VoM_List is ready for statistical
inference. The number of elements in the VoM_List is L/2 in this case, as not every SE is an
SE(M). L/2 is also the number of ‘trials’ or ‘probabilistic experiments’ generated by this workload instance (see Section 4.4 and Section 4.6.4).
The W_List should reflect a usage pattern that in general, depending on the objectives of the
measurement activity at hand, mimics the typical usage of the SUT. Another issue here is whether we want to analyse steady-state or transient behaviour of the SUT. All these issues can be
‘roughly’ specified in a list of (SEik, tk)s though. The choices affect the way a workload is selected, the workload instance itself and subsequently the way experimental outcomes of ‘trials’
or ‘probabilistic experiments’ (being values of the measure) are analysed.
How to select a workload instance and how to analyse the resulting list of values of the measure is outside the scope of this report.
In the real-world however (in Stage 3: ‘Measurement Instrumentation’ and further stages) it
may be so that a workload generation system uses a different way of specifying workload (e.g.
number of SE(M)-initiating SP(M)s per second, time interval between successive SE(M)-initiat-
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ing SP(M)s, a mix of SEs and SE(M)s played at a specific rate, a trace etc.), but this is not what
we want to use for experiment definition. The ‘W_List description’ is a very general description
of a workload; apart from its inherent ‘roughness’, one could say it is the most general workload
description possible. What is required from an experiment specification point of view can be
formulated using this description, but also what is possible or achievable within a realised
system.
We believe that it should always be possible to relate what we call a ‘real-world’ workload
to our ‘rough high-level’ description. In fact, we advise experimenters to use the W_List format
for workload description.
The result of experimentation is described in a VoM_List. Similar to a W_List, the ‘real-world’
measurement system may not be able to generate a complete VoM_List, e.g. it may only provide
the mean of all ‘values of the measure’ generated by offering W_List to the SUT. What actually
is computed in a ‘real-world’ measurement system, can however be described in terms of (an
operation on) a VoM_List.
All these problems are considered instrumentation issues and are outside the scope of this
report.
What has been left out until now is that a service element also has its parameters, already
identified as SUT-external behaviour-related parameters in Table 10. In case of an B-ISDN signalling system, the parameters of a Call_SetUp SE may be a list of involved SUT-users, a
transfer mode, some traffic-characterization parameters and a QoS class (see e.g. [15]).
So, being more precise, a workload instance or selected workload consists of a list:
W_List = ( (SEi1[parametersi1], t1), (SEi2[parametersi2], t2), ...,
(SEik[parametersik], tk), ..., (SEiL[parametersiL], tL) )

in which parametersik are a selection out of all possible SUT-external behaviour-related
parameters.

We assume, that a workload instance W_List is the result of assigning values to an -as yet- unidentified set of ‘workload parameters’, similar to the situation in which a System of Discourse
is instantiated by selection of system components or by assigning values to all system-component-parameters (see Section 4.7.3).
By identifying workload parameters one in fact defines a number of workload instances, that
somehow relate to one another. This relation can be described in a concise fashion by assuming
the existence of a ‘workload function’ W that maps values of Kw workload parameters
pw1, pw2, ....., pwKw to a W_List (which is thus an instance of the workload function). By doing
so we both are able to model the workload selection process and provide a structured way of
describing the result of the process.
In this section a workload description was presented at a ‘rough high-level’ suitable for experiment definition. In an experiment, multiple workload instances may be selected (the choice
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of particular SEs, their order, their parameters, the time instants of issuance etc.) and a method
to describe this is by constructing a workload function that maps values of workload parameters
to a W_List. We now define a workload function as:
Workload function
A workload function W(.) is a mapping workload-parameter values, to a workload instance
W_list.
We first identify parameters that characterise the workload. These parameters do not so much
specify or select a particular workload, but a workload function. Subsequently we use this workload function to instantiate a W_List, or equivalently, select a workload.
In the next section we show how the SoD function S(.) and the workload function W(.) can
be combined into a ‘performance-measure function’ M(.) that can be used to structure and define an experiment for a performance measure.

5.2.

Definition of Performance-Measure Function

By using the system description to identify system-description-related parameters and system-usage-related parameters that might affect the performance measure, we found that the
system might be described with Ks ‘candidate parameters of influence’ ps1, ps2, ....., psKs. The
SoD function S is given by:
S( ps1, ps2, ....., psKs)
We also found that the workload might be described with Kw ‘workload parameters’
pw1, pw2, ....., pwKw. The workload function W is given by:
W( pw1, pw2, ....., pwKw)
A performance measure m (a random variable1) is assumed to be affected by both system
parameters and workload parameters. We assume that for each parameter different parameter
values may be chosen: for each parameter of the system and/or for each parameter of the workload, parameter values may be selected.
Once the system parameter values are chosen, the SoD is instantiated and once the workload
parameter values are chosen the workload is instantiated. So, for experiment definition purposes
two sets of parameter values must be fixed. These two sets contain all candidate performance
measure-affecting parameters. Instead of instantiating a workload and a system, we propose to
describe the experiment with one mapping from both workload parameters and system parameters to a ‘performance-measure instance’.
Once a parameter value has been chosen for each parameter that affects performance, an ‘in-

1. In this section the case is presented in which the performance measure is a random variable. The case
in which it is a probability is for further study.
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stance of a performance measure’ has been induced. This choice-problem or choosing process
can be considered a mapping from alternatives to a particular choice. The ‘performance-measure function’ M is a mapping from parameter values to an instance of a performance measure.
Let M be the set of possible instances of the performance measure m, and define m ∈M as
a performance-measure instance. We assume that the performance measure is a random variable
and therefore its instance m is also a random variable.
Assume that there are n parameters (both system and workload parameters, n = Ks+Kw) that
need a parameter value in order for the performance measure to be instantiated. For the i-th parameter we can select a parameter value πi,j from a parameter set Πi. We assume that the set Πi
is finite1 and is defined as Πi = {πi,1, ..., πi,li}, where li is the number of parameter values in the
set Πi. With these conventions we can define the ‘performance-measure function’ M as a mapping of parameter values to an instance of the performance measure:
M: Π1 × ... × Πn → M
Denoting an element of Πi as pi, we have
M( p1, p2, p3, ..., pn ) = m ∈M
To denote a particular choice one can use the following notation:
M( π1,j1, π2,j2, π3,j3, ..., πn,jn ) = mj1, j2, j3, ..., jn ∈M
in which (for example) j1 can be interpreted as a counter that counts different alternatives
for component-#1 or (equivalently) component-#1 instances: j1 ∈{1, 2, 3, ...., l1}.
mj1, j2, j3, ..., jn can either be interpreted as denoting all instances of the performance measure
m (the counters jk are dummy variables) or as a particular performance-measure instance. We
use the latter interpretation and denote a particular performance-measure instance as
mj1, j2, j3, ..., jn and a performance-measure instance in general as m.
For example, M( π1,1, π2,3, π3,7, ..., πn,1 ) is a particular instance m1, 3, 7, ..., 1of the performance measure m, while m is some instance of m.
We now define a performance-measure function as:
Performance-measure function
A performance measure function M(.) is a mapping of parameter values of parameters that
might affect a performance measure m, to an instance m of this performance measure.
In fact, for each choice of the parameter values an instance of a random variable is defined,
so a performance-measure function defines a number of instances of a random variable.

1. Although it may be infinite and presumably uncountable infinite. Presumably parameters may even be
random variables themselves.
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The PDF of an instance m is
F m(x) = Pr [ m ≤ x ]
and studying aspects (moments, quantiles etc.) of this PDF is the objective of the measurement
activity.
An alternative way of looking at a ‘performance-measure function’ is by pursuing the analogy
of a “system” S(.) that operates on a “signal” W(.). The result of this operation is observed by a
“measurement system” Q(.) that maps this result to a ‘performance-measure function’. Or
M( pw1, pw2, ....., pwKw pw1, pw2, ....., pwKw ) =
Q( S( ps1, ps2, ....., psKs ) W( pw1, pw2, ....., pwKw ) )
Also in this way, the choice of all parameter values leads to a performance measure instance.

5.3.

Outline of an Experiment Specification Method

In an experiment, values of parameters of the performance-measure function are changed.
Each choice of parameter values induces a performance-measure instance. In an experiment-run
this particular performance-measure instance is studied. The purpose of an experiment-run is
to study probabilistic properties (e.g. moments of the random variable) of the performance
measure instance mj1, j2, j3, ..., jn. So, in a way, the experiment-run is described (or better prescribed) by the performance-measure instance it studies.
Now, we are able to explain what we mean by an ‘experiment’ and an ‘experiment-run’:
Experiment-run
An experiment-run is an activity in which one studies probabilistic properties of one performance-measure instance by repeatedly executing a probabilistic experiment.
Experiment
An experiment is a set of experiment runs.
In an experiment several experiment-runs are (in principle) executed, one experiment-run for
each choice of parameter values of the performance-measure function. The number of experiment-runs in an experiment gives an indication of the amount of work involved in the execution
of the experiment. So the choice of which parameters to fix and which to vary in a performancemeasure function has to be given some consideration.
The steps that need to be described for an experiment specification to be complete are presented in Figure 19. A Performance-measure instance prescribes an experiment-run by defining
the performance-measure instance that is studied when executing the experiment-run. ‘Run’ refers to repeatedly issuing the SE(M) in a workload instance, as is necessary to find the properties
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Definition of a performance
measure function

M( p1, p2, ..., pn )

Πi: set of parameter-’i’ values. P: set of Πis

Perf. measure funct.
Selection of parameters to
be varied

M( p1, p2, ..., pn )

Pe subset of P: set of Πis. e.g. Pe = {Π1}.

Perf. measure funct.
Selection of parameter values for fixed parameters

M( p1, π2,j2, ,., πn,jn )

p2 = π2,j2,..., pn = πn,jn
Selection of parameter values for
the parameters to be varied

mj1, j2, j3, ..., jn
Prf.msr.instances
Execute experiment-run
Values of msr. {mk}
Milestone
Activity

Figure 19. Idealised Experiment Trajectory

of the performance-measure instance.
Given a performance-measure function, the first thing to do is to select the parameters that
are to be varied. This may be both system and workload parameters. Subsequently one has to
select parameter values for those parameters that are kept constant in the experiment. When one
has chosen all parameter values for those parameters that one wants to vary, one has defined the
performance-measure instance that one wants to investigate in an experiment-run. So, the experiment is specified by a set of performance measure instances, that each are ‘probed’ in an
experiment-run. The result of the execution of an experiment-run is a VoM_List (also represented
as {mk}), a list with values of the measure.
In Figure 20 activities are depicted that are prescribed in the measurement planning phase.
An experiment is an activity described by (potentially) multiple performance-measure instances. An experiment-run is not the process of executing an experiment, but a part of an
experiment, a sub-activity. In an experiment-run a particular performance-measure instance is
studied by issuing a workload instance to the SUT. So in an experiment-run a probabilistic experiment is repeated. Subsequently statistical techniques are applied to the results of the
probabilistic experiments.
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Experiment-Run

Experiment

Experiment-Run
Experiment-Run

Experiment-Run

Probabilistic experiment

Experiment-Run

Probabilistic experiment
Experiment-Run

Probabilistic experiment Probabilistic experiment

Figure 20. Relation Between Experiment, Experiment-Run and Probabilistic Experiment

5.4.

Overview

To recapitulate, Table 14 shows the steps that constitute the second stage of the method. This
Measurement Planning stage has only partly been worked out in this chapter. The first two steps
have been worked out in a separate section, and the section numbers have been put between
brackets in the table. The line of reasoning in Section 5.3 suggests the necessity of steps 3
through 5, although these have not been worked out in detail. Steps 6 and 7 are not motivated
in this report, but they are also necessary.
2. Measurement Planning
(Specify experiments to obtain measures)
For each performance measure of stage 1:
1. Identify workload parameters of influence (Section 5.1)
2. Define performance-measure function (Section 5.2)
3. Select parameters to be varied in experiment (Section 5.3)
4. Select values for parameters to be fixed in experiment (Section 5.3)
5. Select values for parameters to be varied in experiment (Section 5.3)
6. Formulate expectations with respect to results of experiment
7. Consider statistical constraints/requirements for valid results
Table 14: Steps of Measurement Planning Stage
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6.

Example: NFS

In this example we briefly introduce a measurement activity that was executed by M.Sc Students (‘the experimenters’) in close co-operation with network operators of our computer
science-department. The objective of the measurement activity presented in this example is to
investigate what the impact is of current day LAN technologies on Sun’s Network File System
(NFS) performance.
The purpose of including this example in our report is to show that issues dealing with providing a good system description are different from those dealing with delineating a SUT and
CUS in a system description. The latter activity clarifies objectives and approach for the activity,
while the former reflects the system-understanding of the experimenters.
In this chapter only the first steps one of the measurement initialisation stage of our method
are presented (in Section 6.1). Subsequently, the importance of the SUT and CUS concept for
structuring a measurement activity is highlighted (see Section 6.2).

6.1.

Measurement Initialisation

6.1.1.

Statement of Objectives of the Measurement Activity

The experimenters want to study the impact on NFS performance caused by the usage of different network technologies used in current day LANs: Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, Classical IP
over ATM (IP/ATM) and LAN Emulation over ATM (LANE).
6.1.2.

System Description

In Figure 21 (left part) we show, using the ISO/TIOS ‘language’, an integrated perspective
of the NFS protocol layer, its Service-User layer and other protocol layers involved1, together
with a LAN Service-Provider. No distribution aspects are shown here and the picture we have
on the LAN Service-Provider is completely clouded: we consider it to be a black-box.
In Figure 21 (right part) a distributed perspective of the protocol layers is presented. In this
picture the protocol entities (PEs) can be discerned. In the NFS layer two types of entities play
a role: NFS-Server Entities and NFS-Client Entities. An NFS-Server Entity is present in what
is called a ‘computer used as NFS Server’, a NFS-Client Entity is present in a ‘computer used
as an NFS Client’. The distinction in the OSI/TIOS system-structure description between Client
Entity and Server Entity corresponds with different physical components (workstations).
All SAPs on a horizontal line have the same name and are of the same type (same sort). The
UDP/TCP layer is either a UDP layer or a TCP layer. This is something that could be varied in
an the experiment, but it is of minor importance here.

1. For a (non-ISO/TIOS) description of the system see for example: M. Santifaller, TCP/IP and ONC/NSF,
Internetworking in a UNIX environment, Addison Wesley, 1994.
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Client

NFS User layer

NFS SAPs

NFS layer
XDR layer

NFS PDU
Exchange

RPC layer
TCP or UDP layer

LLC layer

NFS User
PE

NFS User
PE

NFS PE

NFS PE

XDR PE

XDR PE

RPC PE

RPC PE

TCP/UDP PE

IP layer

LAN SAPs

LAN Service Provider

Server

TCP/UDP PE

IP PE

IP PE

LLC PE

LLC PE

LAN Service Provider

Figure 21. System of Discourse: NFS Service Users, NFS Protocol Layer et al.
Left part: OSI/TIOS system structure. Integrated perspective of layers above LAN-SePr
Right part: OSI/TIOS system structure. Distributed perspective of layers above LAN-SePr

For the LAN service provider four alternatives are assumed to exist in the study.
In Figure 22 these alternatives are presented. They all may have a different impact upon the
performance of the NFS service. Only the integrated perspective of the protocol layers is shown
(meaning that a protocol layer is not split into protocol entities).
The four candidate “network technologies for the LAN” are denoted as Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, LAN Emulation (LANE) and IP over ATM (IP/ATM) in the figure1. The ATM Service
Provider provides a connection-oriented data-transport service using Virtual Channel Connections, set-up by the signalling-system part of this SePr (a so called ‘bearer-service’ is provided).
The boxes represent a protocol layer or a service provider, however the size of a box does
not indicate anything about the complexity of the system structure or its behaviour!

1. An introduction to these technologies may be found in: G.C. Sackett and C. Metz, ATM and multiprotocol networking, McGraw-Hill, 1997.
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LAN SAPs
LANE layer
Ethernet SePr

Ethernet

ATM SAPs

Fast Ethernet SePr

Fast Ethernet

ATM SePr

ATM SePr

LANE

IP over ATM

Figure 22. Four Alternatives for the LAN-SePr

6.1.3.

Delineation of SUT and CUS and CUS in the System

Above, only the system structure is described, not the system behaviour. The pictures are
considered make up the acquired system description of the system of discourse. Using this system description and the question at hand, the System Under Test (SUT) can be found. As the
experimenters are interested in the NFS performance they select the NFS-SAPs as constituting
the SUT-service boundary. As a consequence of our method they thereby identified:
• The Service Description needed (a description of the NFS service)
• The list of SEs used for the identification of the measures
• The measurement events they are interested in: NFS-SPs that can be measured at the SUT
boundary, and/or NFS-PDUs that can be measured inside the SUT (at the CUS boundary).
• The potential measurement points: the NFS-SAPs or SAPs inside the SUT.
• The SPs the workload generating system should generate: NFS-SPs.
As they are interested in the impact of the LAN-SePr on NFS performance they define the
CUS to be this service provider.
In Figure 21 a redrawn version of Figure 21 is presented in which the SUT and CUS of this
study are shown. As a consequence of identifying a CUS in this measurement activity, there are
three alternatives for the selection of the measurement points (see Figure 2):
• At the SUT boundary, the NFS-SAPs
• At the CUS boundary, the LAN-SAPs
• At both boundaries above
The last alternative was chosen by the experimenters.
6.1.4.

Identification, Selection and Definition of Performance Measures

So, the performance measures should be defined as pertaining to the NFS-layer service or
equivalently stated, the service as is offered to the NFS-user layer. The name of the performance
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Client

NFS User layer

NFS SAPs

NFS layer
NFS PDU
Exchange

XDR layer
RPC layer

Server

NFS User
PE
#1

NFS User
PE
#4

NFS PE

NFS PE

XDR PE

XDR PE

RPC PE

RPC PE

TCP or UDP layer

TCP/UDP PE

TCP/UDP PE

IP layer

IP PE

IP PE

LLC PE

LLC PE

LLC layer

LAN SAPs

#2
LAN Service Provider

CUS

#3

LAN Service Provider

SUT

Figure 23. NFS example. SUT and CUS in the System of Discourse.

measure is determined by a service element of the NFS-service. The NFS-user layer is where
‘NFS applications’ are positioned in this description. The service elements SE(M), selected by
the experimenters for definition of a performance measure are denoted as ‘Write_File’ and
‘Read_File’.
They decided to measure the speed-related performance measures pertaining to both selected
service elements at the SUT and to determine that part of a SUT-delay which is caused by the
CUS. The measurement points are the NFS-SAPs (using the occurrence of a NFS-SPs as measurement events) and the LAN-SAPs with the occurrence of NFS-PDUs as measurement events.
The measures which were defined are Write_File_DelaySUT,Write_File_DelayCUS,
Read_File_DelaySUT and Read_File_DelayCUS.
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6.2.

Role of SUT and CUS for a measurement activity

In a situation in which the SUT and CUS concept are not explicitly used, although one formulated an objective and is in possession of a system description, one may want to answer the
four questions below:
- What are the performance measures of interest?
- What are the measurement events?
- What are the measurement SAPs?
- At what protocol layer is the workload generated?
In our discussion in Section 6.1.1 the experimenters suggested to measure the influence of
the performance of the LAN service provider on NFS performance. This is an unclear formulation which can be explained in two ways. The difference between the two explanations is caused
by interpreting ‘performance of the LAN service provider’ differently. The consequences of
these two explanations for the measurement activity are shown to depend on answers to the four
questions raised above (see Table 15). Below we give the two explanations and comment on
them.
• Explanation 1
By performance of the LAN service-provider the experimenters mean the influence of the
LAN service-provider on NFS-performance measures. Measurement events are the occurrence of NFS-PDUs in LAN-SPs at the LAN-SAPs. The workload is generated at the NFSuser layer or equivalently an “NFS application”.
The research question is:
What part of NFS performance differences, due to usage of the LAN service-provider,
can be explained by NFS-performance measures, measured at the LAN-layer SAPs
under NFS service-user load?
An example question is:
What part of Write_File_DelaySUT is caused by the transport of NFS_PDUs through the
LAN service-provider?
See Figure 24. Delay measured at SAP #1 of Figure 21 is D units of time, transport by the
LAN service provider takes E + F units of time. The figure here is imprecise in the sense that it
does not show clearly the measurement values and the relation between measurement values
and the value of the measure (see Section 4.6).
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#1

#2

#3

#4

NFS_SP_req

NFS_PDU1

E

D

NFS_SP_ind
NFS_SP_resp

NFS_PDU2

F

NFS_SP_conf
Time-event diagram (vertical lines refer to the SAPs of Figure 21).
Delay is measured using NFS_SPs at NFS SAPs and by NFS_PDUs as parameters of LAN_SPs
at the LAN SAPs.

Figure 24. NFS_SE_Delay Measurement

• Explanation 2
By performance of the LAN service the experimenters mean that the performance measures
pertain to LAN layer Service Elements. So, the LAN service description determines the
name of the performance measures. In this case we study the influence of performance
measures pertaining to the LAN-service, measured at LAN-SAPs under NFS-user load and
relate these to the NFS performance.
The research question is:
What part of NFS performance differences, due to usage of the LAN service-provider,
can be explained by performance measures pertaining to the LAN-layer service,
measured at the LAN-layer SAPs under NFS service-user load?
An example question is: What part of Pr[NFS_SE_incorrect] is caused by
Pr[LAN_SE_denial]. These probabilities can possibly related to one another, but the relation
may be quite cumbersome.
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Research question:

Influence on
NFS
performance

Caused by performance of the
LAN service-provider
Explanation 1

Explanation 2

What are the performance measures of interest?

NFS
pertaining

NFS
pertaining

LAN
pertaining

What are the measurement events?

Occurrence
of NFS-SPs

Occurrence of
NFS-PDUs

Occurrence of
LAN-SPs

What are the measurement SAPs?

NFS- SAPs

LAN-SAPs

LAN-SAPs

At what protocol layer is the workload generated?

NFS-user
layer

NFS-user
layer

NFS-user
layer

Table 15: Meaning of ‘Influence on NFS Performance Caused by Performance of LAN Serviceprovider’

The authors think that explanation 1 is best understood. It allows a clear identification between measurements at the NFS-SAPs and measurements at the LAN-SAPs. It does not lead to
the problem how to relate performance measures pertaining to services of different service providers to one another.
In our method we select explanation 1 as the meaning of ‘performance of the X service provider’ and the experimenters took the question of this explanation as the research question of
their measurement activity1.
Our method leads straightforwardly to explanation 1 and allows measurements at both SUT
and CUS boundary. However, as the delineation of SUT and CUS completely determine the sequel of the activity, explanation 2 is excluded!
The question, whether this should be intentionally so in our method, is not yet decided upon.
The reader is warned however.

1. Preliminary results can be found in: S. Sharif and A. Tanir, Comparison of the performance of NFS
Applications using Ethernet and IP over ATM. M.Sc Thesis University of Twente, 1996.
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7.

Comparison with Jain’s Method

In this chapter our list (in Section 7.1) is compared against Jain’s method [12]. The purpose
of this chapter is to relate our stages and steps to those of Jain and discuss our motivation, enhancements and contribution.
The chapter concludes with a comparison of the usage of the SUT and CUS concept by Jain
and how we make use of these concepts (Section 7.2).

7.1.

Stages and Steps

The methodical approach for doing performance measurements we propose is currently under development (the line of reasoning of [1], [15], [18] and [19] led to this report). Jain [12]
presents a systematic approach towards performance evaluation. We feel that his framework
may be tailored and enhanced to suit our needs in the field of performance measurements. This
report is the first result of our activities in this respect. Jain presents a ‘checklist’ of issues that
need to be dealt with. His list is repeated below (by direct quotations in italics) and we add comments to it:
1. State Goals and Define the System.
The first step in any performance evaluation project is to state the goals of the study and
define what constitutes the system by delineating system boundaries. [...] The choice of
system boundaries affects the performance metrics as well as workloads used to compare the
systems.
In our approach we detailed this first step by splitting it into three separate items in Stage 1:
‘Measurement Initialisation’:
Step 1: ‘State objectives’,
Step 2: ‘Describe system as far as known and relevant to goals’ and
Step 3: ‘Delineate system under test and (optionally) component under study in system’
The reason for doing so is that issues dealing with the formulation of an objective should be
separated from issues dealing with the system or the description of the system. Both are important, but are different activities with different concerns. We assume that a prose-formulation of
objectives exist (this is not a trivial assumption though....).
In this report we focus on the role of the system description as, according to our experience,
acquiring or creating a good system description is hard and time-consuming work. It may seriously hamper the planning and execution of a measurement activity if not taken into account.
We operate in the context of data and telecommunication networks and we specialise Jain’s
method for these networks. We focus on so-called ‘interaction systems’ [22] or ‘protocol constrained systems’. Furthermore we assume that we deal with ‘complex’ services and protocols:
the ‘complex’ system behaviour must be measured in a ‘complex’ system structure, using meas-
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urement points and measurement events of different types that are inter-related in an intricate
way. In such an environment the system description is of paramount importance.
In this telecommunication environment an answer to the question of how to describe a system and how to interpret a system description in the context of a measurement activity needs to
be found. We think that the following observations are useful:
• Be aware of the design phase of which a description is the result.
A description of an early phase of design is helpful for a measurement activity, especially for
defining measures and specifying experiments.
• Be aware of the concepts and terminology used in the description.
Different concepts and terminology are used in e.g. an ISO/TIOS and in an ITU-T context.
• Be aware of the level of detail used in a description (what is included and what is left out).
• Be aware of the distinction between a real-world object, a mental-image of it and its
description.
In a measurement activity -and this is an important distinguishing feature of this activity when
comparing it to an analytical-modelling activity or simulation activity- both the real-world
system itself and the description of it play a role.
• Separate a system description into a behaviour description and into a structure description.
Subsequently -and this is another step- one has to use this description to (re)formulate one’s
objectives using the concepts ‘SUT’ and ‘CUS’. We use these concepts -unlike Jain- to structure
the whole of a measurement activity.
Once this delineation took place, the measurement activity can be described as more or less
procedural, as is shown in this document.
2. List the Services and Outcomes.
Each system provides a set of services. [...] When a user requests any of these services there
are a number of possible outcomes. [...] A list of services and all possible outcomes is useful
later in selecting the right metrics and workloads.
We understand a ‘service’ to be a Service Element (SE) in an ISO/TIOS-context and a Message Flow (MF) in an ITU-T context. The part of the system behaviour we are interested in is
the SUT behaviour. A description of SEs/MFs is not only useful but also absolutely necessary
for a measurement activity.
We use the structuring of behaviour into SEs or MFs for the identification of candidate performance measures. By interpreting ‘outcome of a service’ as meaning that the SE/MF is
performed correctly, incorrectly or not at all, a list of measures can be generated. These measures must be selected and defined.
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3. Select metrics.
The next step is to select criteria to compare the performance. These criteria are called
metrics. The metrics are related to the speed, accuracy and availability of services.
Jain’s items 2. and 3. are replaced by three steps in our approach: Step 4: ‘Identify candidate
performance measures’, Step 5: ‘Select performance measures of interest’ and Step 6: ‘Define
performance measures of interest’.
The reason for doing so is that we are able to show what can be derived straightforwardly
from the system-behaviour description (identification of measures) and what can not (selecting
a measure for experimentation). By providing a distinction between ‘selected measures’ and
‘defined measures’ we are also able to show what we think makes up a ‘good’ performance
measure definition.
We interpret ‘metric’ and ‘measure’ to be synonyms.
4. List parameters.
The next step in the performance project is to make a list of all parameters that affect
performance. The list can be divided into system parameters and workload parameters.
System parameters include both hardware and software parameters which generally do not
vary among various installations of the system. Workload parameters are characteristics of
users’ requests, which vary from one installation to the next.
The task of identifying all parameters that affect the performance of a system seems enormous. We believe that a systematic approach towards identifying these parameters is necessary:
we need a taxonomy of issues that may influence the value of the performance measure. For the
execution of Step 7: ‘Identify parameters of influence induced by system description’ we propose to use such a taxonomy.
Jain seems to make a start with the creation of a taxonomy by suggesting a division of the
list into two parts: system parameters and workload parameters. However, the criterion he mentions for partitioning of the list ‘installation of a system’ does not seem to be appropriate (at least
a bit opaque).
A better way of understanding his two categories is the idea of separating what is asked by
the users of a system (namely ‘to execute an SE/MF with particular parameters’) from the system parameters itself. The set of possible SEs/MFs and SE/MF-parameters are to be considered
system parameters. The result of a choice by a user of a particular SE/MF and accompanying
SE/MF-parameters-values is not a system parameter but should be reflected in a system-usage
parameter. So it is one thing to list all possible parameters of a particular SE/MF together with
all possible SE/MF parameter-values and another thing to provide a list of SE/MFs that reflect
system-usage and make up the workload.
Clearly the idea of separating ‘system issues’ (system parameters) from ‘signal issues’
(workload parameters) is appealing and helpful. In our taxonomy we follow this idea in a what
modified form, by relating the parameters that affect a measure to the system description. We
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separate parameters that can be found using the system description from those that reflect
knowledge about system usage.
We believe that the way in which the system is described (or know, or understood) plays an
important role in the identifiability of performance-measure influencing parameters, both in the
‘what can be done’-sense and in the ‘what is needed’-sense. In a description resulting from an
early design phase only some protocol layers may be specified, other system parts are only
known as service providers (black boxes). An early design-phase specification will lead to an
other list of parameters than is the case with a description of an operating, real-life system. So,
a system description constrains what can be found.
On the other hand, abstracting from a realisation of a system may also be worthwhile once
the system is already realised (the existence of a real-world system is a prerequisite for the completion of a measurement activity). It may very well be far easier to use an early design-phase
description of a system and start identifying performance affecting parameters from there on (by
refining the system and identifying new parameters at a detailed level of description) than by
looking at a realisation and use a classification like ‘software parameters’ and ‘hardware
parameters’.
In our taxonomy we provided an approach that we feel can be used for any system description, be it an early design-phase one or a realisation-phase one.
5. Select Factors to study.
The list of parameters can be divided into two parts: those that will be varied during the
evaluation and those that will not. The parameters that will be varied during evaluation are
called factors and their values are called levels. [...] The parameters that are expected to have
a high impact on the performance should be preferably selected as factors.
In our method we combined system and workload parameters and instead of instantiating a
workload and a system separately, we propose to use the system and workload parameters to
induce a performance-measure function that can be used for the specification of an experiment.
In that way we show what is actually being investigated in a measurement activity: performance-measure instances (see Section 5.2). In this way we achieve two goals:
- We state what it is that one is looking for when executing an experiment
- We use that what is looked for to specify the experiment
In our approach we defer ‘the selection of factors to study’ until after workload selection (or
better until after defining a ‘workload function’). We do this, because it is difficult to separate
parameters that affect the system from workload parameters, as some system-description related
parameters that may affect the performance measure are in fact only affecting the performance
measure when offering the workload.
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6. Select an evaluation technique
The three broad techniques for performance evaluation are analytical modelling, simulation,
and measuring a real system.
In his text Jain provides a list of reasons for selecting a particular evaluation technique. We
selected ‘measuring a real system’ as our approach, as we are interested in gaining experience
in executing a measurement activity and in defining a systematic approach towards doing it: a
measurement method.
7. Select workload
The workload consists of a list of service requests to the system. [...] Depending upon the
evaluation technique chosen, the workload may be expressed in different forms. [...] For
measurement the workload may consist of user scripts to be executed on the systems. [...] it
is essential that the workload be representative of the system usage in real life.
In our approach’s Step 7: ‘Identify parameters of influence induced by system description’
we identified system description-related parameters that affect the performance measure, without using knowledge about system usage. In Stage 2: ‘Measurement Planning’, Step 1: ‘Identify
workload parameters’ the workload is specified by defining a workload function and instantiating particular workloads. The workload function is induced by the identified workload
parameters and reflects the coherence between different workload instances that are selected
when workload parameters are given a value.
In fact we do not select a particular workload (as Jain suggests), but use the workload function to describe all relevant workloads for an experiment. In our approach, the selection of a
workload is deferred until a performance-measure function is defined and instantiated.
Furthermore, we propose to use a ‘rough high level’ workload specification in the form of a
time-stamped list of SEs to be issued. How this workload is actually offered to the SUT is a matter of instrumentation.
8. Design experiments.
Jain gives some examples of how to maximise information while minimising effort. An example of his: In the first phase of experimentation many independent variables (factors) are
selected, however each of those is given a small number of values (levels) only. The outcomes
of these experiments are used to assess what independent variables have a great impact on the
performance measures. Subsequently only for these independent variables the experiments are
repeated, but now with many values for the variables that really matter.
We believe that the result of Jain’s 8-th activity should be a measurement plan, measurement
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specification or experiment specification, in which considerations like in the previous paragraph
can be taken into account. This is however not the only issue that needs to be dealt with. The
question is how to formulate a good measurement plan. What are the constituent parts of such
a plan? What concepts to use? How to specify experiments?
We believe that at this place that Jain’s list needs enhancements especially tailored to a measurement activity. In such an activity the specification of experiments is to be separated from the
execution of them, as the real-world is in between. So, in our approach we reserve Stage 2:
‘Measurement Planning’ for the purpose of experiment specification and subsequently instrument the system in Stage 3: ‘Measurement Instrumentation’. In this separate stage constraints
of the real-world should be taken into account. Only then Stage 4: ‘Measurement Action’ can
take place.
In the design of an experiment, a performance-measure function can be used as a starting
point for the selection of a performance-measure instance that prescribes an experiment-run.
How to describe/prescribe an experiment is not considered by Jain. We propose to specify an
experiment by a performance-measure function and thus formulate explicitly what it is what one
is measuring when executing the experiment.
We think that the result of our Stage 2 should be a high level description of what we want out
of our experiments, see Chapter 5.
9. Analyse and interpret data.
10. Present results.
Jain’s last two steps are included for completeness only (Stage 5: ‘Measurement Processing’). They are outside the scope of this report.

7.2.

Usage of SUT and CUS

In this section we will briefly explain what the relation is between the usage of ‘SUT’ and
‘CUS’ in our approach and that of Jain. In our approach we use an OSI/TIOS or ITU-T description of the system of discourse as a starting point for the delineation of the SUT and CUS. The
choice of the SUT determines the service of which a service element gives its name to the measure. This performance measure induces {measurement event, measurement point}-tuples that
pertain to the measure. The measurement points can be found inside or on the border of the SUT.
Measurement events are either the occurrence of SP(M)s or PDU(M)s or the occurrence of
message(M)s.
The delineation of SUT and CUS in the system structures our whole activity, while in Jain’s
approach the concepts are used in the context of ‘workload generation’ only.
Apart from that, in his method he restricts allowable measurement-tuples and tightly couples
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workload-generation points and events and measurement points and events.

Workload generating system

SP(M) and
SE(M)

SUT, workload generating system,
measurement points (SAP(at SUT))
and measurement events (SP(M)s)
tightly coupled. No measurement
points at SAP(at CUS), although
PDU(M)s could be measured there.

SAP(at SUT)
LL_SP(PDU(M), ...)
Measurement
System

CUS

SAP(at CUS)
SUT

Figure 25. Impact on <SE(M)-Related Performance Measure> by CUS [12]

In Figure 25 SUT and CUS as seen by Jain are shown (OSI/TIOS description). He assumes
that the SUT is equal to the system of discourse. The {measurement event, measurement point}tuple he uses is the {SP(M), SAP(M)}-tuple. He does not use the occurrence of PDU(M)s as measurement events, so no measurement points at the SAPs of the CUS boundary are used.
In our approach we explicitly leave the option open to place measurement points at the SAPs
that delineate the CUS for we believe that in order to answer the question ‘What is the impact
on an SE(M)-related performance measure by the CUS?’ these measurement point may be used
fruitfully. In Figure 26 our system of discourse and evaluation system is shown.
In Figure 25 the workload generating system is directly placed on top of the SUT, the interactions that are used to exercise the system are the SP(M)s. In his book Jain stresses the
importance of creating a realistic workload and gives methods how to define such a workload.
In a measurement activity however an interesting possibility for workload generation exist:
that part of the system of discourse which is not the SUT may be used to generate a realistic
workload. It may for instance be far easier for a workload generator to generate high level service primitives (say once a second) than to generate SP(M)s (say, at once a millisecond).
As our approach distinguishes the system of discourse from the system under test the need
for placing the workload generating system directly on top of the SUT is lost.
Like Jain however, we think that a workload needs to be described with SEs/MFs of the SUT
behaviour (see Section 5.1).
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SUT, workload generating
system, measurement points
(SAP(at SUT) or SAP(at CUS ) )
and measurement events
(SP(M)s or
LL_SP(PDU(M) ...)) loosely
coupled.

Workload generating system

?

SU(SUT)

SU(SUT)

SU(SUT)

SP(M) and
SE(M)
SAP(at SUT)
LL_SP(PDU(M), ...)
CUS
SAP(at CUS)

SUT
Measurement
System

Figure 26. Impact on <SE(M)-Related Performance Measure> by CUS
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8.

Evaluation and Conclusions

In Chapter 1 we stated that a precise, systematic approach towards measuring real-world systems with regard to performance is necessary and we listed some requirements by which such
a method can be assessed. In this report we presented a method consisting of steps and stages
listed in Table 1. In this chapter we present a short evaluation of our work and draw some conclusions. The last part of this chapter lists some items for further study.

8.1.

Aspects of a Methodical Approach towards a Measurement Activity

Below we briefly comment on the aspects of the measurement activity that a proposed methodical approach should address:
• the prerequisites (conditions sine qua non) and the requirements (quality constraints) of the
activity
The major prerequisite of a measurement activity is a ‘good’ question or objective. Another
point of paramount importance is the existence of a ‘good’ system description. The actual
execution of the performance activity may still be difficult, but if a question and a description exist, the definition of measures and specification of experiments is a rather straightforward activity from a procedural point of view.
Quality constraint with respect to the milestones of our stages and steps were not explicitly
formulated, although we feel that we could do so.
• the specification/prescription/description of the activity
The steps and stages of our approach are believed to provide a good framework for a performance measurement activity. The concepts to describe and explain the activity and the
concepts with which to describe the results need further study at some points.
• the execution of the activity itself, the process of doing it
Early experiences confirmed our statements with respect to the importance of the system
description. The gathering of experience with specification of experiments and with executing them according to these specifications is currently in progress.
• the product of an activity, its result
The internal structuring of the milestones of the activity is an issue for further study.
We felt that the approach of Jain [12] is a good starting point and planned to elaborate on it
on several points. We comment on our progress below by commenting on our claims in
Chapter 1:
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• the method needs to be specialised to telecommunication networks for our purposes
The specialisation is not yet completed, as is clear from the lack of examples, although see
the INSIGNIA [1] -related example presented in [20]. By applying our approach both to
systems described in the ITU-T ‘language’ and to systems described using OSI/TIOS ‘language’ we believe that we made a good start towards this specialisation.
• concepts need to be defined precisely and the role they play in the method needs to be
explained
A start was made by giving the definition of concepts that pertain to the system description
and concepts that pertain to the performance-measure definition. Concepts that structure
experiment design (‘performance measure function’, ‘experiment’, ‘experiment-run’,
‘probabilistic experiment’, ‘instance of a performance measure’) were presented and are
ready for elaboration in future work.
• the role of the system description in the measurement activity needs to be clarified
We emphasised the role of the system description for a measurement activity as a prerequisite for such an activity. We showed its relation to a design activity and highlighted the use
of different languages and the importance of abstraction (in the form of ‘level of detail’ of a
description in the form of and ‘real-world systems’ versus ‘described systems’ and ‘imagined systems’).
A system description is assumed to consist of two parts: one part in which system structure
is presented and another part in which system behaviour is given. However, an acquired
system description may not be the one that is actually used for the delineation of SUT and
CUS. A system description should be tailored to the needs of a measurement activity (very
likely by the experimenters themselves).
The concepts ‘SUT’ and ‘CUS’ are used to structure the whole of a measurement activity
and should be distinguished from the system description to which they are applied.
The behaviour description of the SUT is used for the definition of the performance measures using instances of behaviour depicted in time-event diagrams or message-flow diagrams. This allows a clear definition of events that trigger the measurements, a clear
definition of the relation between these events and the measure and also for a clear interpretation as to what the probabilistic experiment is that one executes.
The grouping of behaviour into service elements or message-flows leads to a structured
approach for the definition of performance measures that is only possible if a system
description allows it.
The concept ‘protocol element’ would be beneficial for a measurement activity in which an
ITU-T system description was acquired.
The parameters that affect the performance of the SUT are classified in system-descriptionrelated parameters and system-usage-related parameters. Only the first can be found using a
system description. We provided a taxonomy or check-list for the identification of these
parameters.
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• an experiment-description method needs to be provided
We found that, by defining what it is that is being investigated when a performance measurement activity is executed, one also has a way of describing an experiment. A performance-measure function allows experiment specification and a performance measure instance
is the object of an experiment-run.
• empirical aspects -measurements in a real-world system- need to be taken into account
We believe that the distinction between a system description and a real-world system is very
important, as is the distinction between experiment description and real-world experiments.
In this report we focused on the ‘language’ stages of our approach. In future work these
should be accompanied by real-world experiences.
• evaluation-system issues need to be taken into account
Open for future research.
• instrumentation issues need to be taken into account
Open for future research.

8.2.

Further work

We have to improve upon the definition of the notions introduced in this report (especially
Chapter 5) and have to gain practical experience in the usage of the proposed approach. Also,
the latter stages need to be worked out.
Experience needs to be gathered with respect to the different usages of measurements (see
Chapter 2) and with respect to different application fields (e.g. Signalling and control networks,
IN networks (INSIGNIA, see [1]), ATM Forum LANs, IP networks, etc.).
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Appendix A:

OSI/TIOS System Description Concepts

The OSI system description concepts are defined in [5]. Additional behaviour-related definitions are defined in [6]. The concept ‘service element’ is a TIOS1 addition [22] which we
consider useful for our method. The concept ‘protocol element’ would be useful if it were wellknown. The following definitions are taken from the three documents mentioned above.
All definitions and notes taken from OSI and TIOS documents are italic, our own comments
are not italic and in a smaller font. In the definitions
• (N)-layer refers to any specific layer
• (N+1)-layer refers to the next higher layer
• (N-1)-layer refers to the next lower layer.
So, these three bullet points were taken literally from an OSI document......

In our main text, examples etc. we refrain from putting in ‘(N)-’ everywhere, for reasons of
readability. For example, a ‘protocol’ is silently assumed to be an ‘(N)-protocol’. We only use
OSI terminology and concepts, but do not restrict ourselves to the OSI protocol stack. For example, ‘IP protocol’ refers to the protocol of the IP layer in a TCP/IP protocol stack and ‘UNI
protocol’ refers to any protocol defined on the UNI interface. See Appendix B for ITU-T
terminology.
We do not give all possible OSI/TIOS definitions. The criterion to include OSI/TIOS definitions here is threefold. We give definitions of
1. concepts that we actually use.
2. concepts that may be usable, confusing, strange, etc. in the context of this document.
3. concepts that are used in the definitions of 1) and 2).

1. Tele-Informatics and Open Systems group, an interdisciplinary group of the departments of computer
science and electrical engineering of the University of Twente
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(N)-connection
An association established by the (N)-layer between two or more (N+1)-entities for the
transfer of data.
(N)-entity
An active element within an (N)-subsystem.
We refer to this as protocol entity.

(N)-facility
A part of an (N)-service.
We do not use this term, but it could be interpreted as a service element.

(N)-function
A part of the activity of (N)-entities.
If ‘activity’ is read as ‘behaviour’ this definition looks like a definition for ‘protocol element’, a non-defined
concept which would facilitate talking about units of protocol behaviour, especially in ITU-T descriptions.

(N)-interface-data
Information transferred from an (N+1)-entity to an (N)-entity for transmission to a
correspondent (N+1)-entity over an (N)-connection, or conversely, information
transferred from an (N)-entity to an (N+1)-entity after being received over an (N)connection from a correspondent (N+1)-entity.
(N)-layer
A sub-division of the OSI architecture, constituted by subsystems of the same rank (N).
We assume a protocol layer to be equivalent to an (N)-layer (where the (N)-service is provided by this protocol
layer and lower layers).

(N)-protocol
A set of rules and formats (semantic and syntactic) which determines the communication
behaviour of (N)-entities in the performance of (N)-functions.
The word ‘performance’ must be interpreted as a synonym for ‘execution’ in this context.

(N)-protocol-control-information
Information exchanged between (N)-entities, using an (N-1)-connection, to co-ordinate
their joint operation.
We abbreviate this to (N)-PCI.
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(N)-protocol-data-unit
A unit of data specified in an (N)-protocol and consisting of (N)-protocol-controlinformation and possibly (N)-user-data.
We abbreviate this to (N)-PDU.

(N)-service
A capability of the (N)-layer and the layers beneath it, which is provided to (N+1) -entities
at the boundary between the (N)-layer and the (N+1)-layer.
The boundary between the (N)-layer and the (N+1)-layer is also referred to as the (N)-service boundary and
is a set of (N)-service-access-points.

(N)-service-access-point
The point at which (N)-services are provided by an (N)-entity to an (N+1)-entity.
We abbreviate this to (N)-SAP.

(N)-service-data-unit
An amount of (N)-interface-data whose identity is preserved from one end of an (N)connection to the other.
(N)-subsystem
An element in a hierarchical division of an open system which interacts directly only with
elements in the next higher division or the next lower division of that open system.
(N)-user-data
The data transferred between (N)-entities on behalf of the (N+1)-entities for whom the (N)entities are providing services.
peer-entities
Entities within the same layer.
We understand peer entities to be entities within the same protocol layer that communicate with each other.
When we do not want to stress this ‘same-layer communication’ we use the more general protocol entities.

protocol element
A protocol element is a concept which would facilitate talking about units of protocol behaviour, especially in
ITU-T descriptions. In our main text we circumvent it by talking about a message-flow, appealing to the intuition of the reader, without giving an explicit definition. We do not use the concept ‘protocol element’ because
it is not a well-known concept and we fear it may be misunderstood.
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service element
A service element consists of
1. a list of parameters (of the service element itself)
2. a list of involved service users
3. a list of possible service-primitives and the parameters each service-primitive depends
on
4. a description of the temporal ordering of the service-primitives
5. a list of involved service-access-points through which exchange of service-primitives
takes place
6. a description of the relation between parameters of the service element and parameters
of the service-primitives
7. a description of the dependencies between parameters of service-primitives
Per service element the desired behaviour and the error conditions are given. Note that a service element is not
an official OSI term. However, we consider it to be an important addition to the OSI terminology on behaviour,
because it is a means of structuring a service description that ties in well with time-sequence/time-event diagrams. A service element may, for example, refer to a part or a phase of an association.

service-primitive
An abstract, implementation independent interaction between a service-user and a serviceprovider.
Four service-primitives (primitives for short) are recognised. Their OSI definitions are:
request
A primitive issued by a service-user to invoke some procedure
indication A primitive issued by a service-provider either
1) to invoke some procedure; or
2) to indicate that a procedure has been invoked by the service-user at the peer service-accesspoint
response A primitive issued by a service-user to complete, at a particular service-access-point, some procedure previously invoked by an indication at that service-access-point
confirm
A primitive issued by a service-provider to complete, at a particular service-access-point, some
procedure previously invoked by a request at that service-access-point
Note: Confirms and responses can be positive or negative as appropriate to the circumstances.

service-provider
An abstract machine which models the behaviour of the totality of the entities providing the
service, as viewed by the user.
When a service-provider is decomposed into protocol entities/service-users and a new service-provider with
less functionality, this new service-provider is called a lower level service-provider.

service-user
An abstract representation of the totality of those entities in a single system that make use
of a service through a single access point.
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sublayer
A sub-division of a layer.
time-sequence diagram
Time-sequence diagrams are used to illustrate how sequences of interactions are related
in time. Time-sequence diagrams (see Figure 27) indicate:
1. the sequence of events at each user/provider interface
2. where appropriate, the sequence of events between peer users
Each (basic, we assume) diagram is partitioned by two vertical lines into three fields. The central field represents the service-provider and the two side fields represent the two service-users (‘calling’ and ‘called’ are
added for later use). The lines represent the service-access-points between the service-users and the serviceprovider. Sequences of events at each service-access-point are positioned along lines representing the passage
of time, increasing downwards. Arrows, placed in the areas representing the service-user, indicate the direction
of propagation of primitives (i.e., to or from the service-user) and may include implicit flow control between the
service-user and service-provider. Necessary sequence relations between the two interaction points are emphasised by a solid line between the time lines. In the absence of this solid line there is no specific relationship
between the delivery of confirmation and indication. The absence of relationship is indicated either by leaving
the central field blank or, for clarity, by use of a tilde (~). Style 1 (there is also a style 2 which we think even
more confusing and therefore leave out, see Appendix C, Figure 32) represents the passage of time by the angles of lines in the area representing the service provider. Figure 27b presents alternative methods of indicating
negative acknowledgements generated by the responding service-user. The same name (e.g., X) is used throughout the complete sequence or the responding service-user employs a request with a different name (e.g., Y).
calling service-user
x-request

service-provider

called service-user

t1
t2

x-indication

a.
x-response
x-confirm

calling service-user
x-request
b.

y-indication
x-confirm

service-provider

called service-user

t1

t4

t2

x-indication

t3

y-request
x-response

Figure 27. Basic OSI Time-Sequence Diagram
a. General diagram with and without relationship between primitives
b. Diagram showing two methods of indicating negative acknowledgements
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This definition and accompanying remarks come straight from [6]. The non-italic parts are our own additions.
Figure 27 describes system behaviour in the most general and also simplest way possible, for communication
between two service-users only. However, the types of network that we are interested in support multi party
services instead. It is not a problem to keep using OSI terminology, but we do need an extension to the traditional type of time-sequence diagram of Figure 27. One possible solution to this problem is an approach like
the one taken in the EXPANSE project [14].
According to [14], four user roles can be distinguished:
•
•
•
•

initial requesting user,
intermediate accepting user,
final accepting user, and
affected user.

The initial-requesting-user role is analogous to an OSI calling service-user. The primitive issued by the initial
requesting user to the network (the service-provider), the first primitive of the service invocation cycle, corresponds to the OSI request. The intermediate-accepting-user role combines a response to the receipt of an
indication primitive from the network and issuing requests to the network. The final-accepting-user role is analogous to the OSI called service-user. Its distinguishing characteristic is that it responds to the receipt of
primitives from the network but does not perform operations requiring confirmation by other users. It is difficult
to give a graphic representation of this, but Figure 28 illustrates the idea. Primitives received by the intermediate and final accepting users correspond to OSI service indications. The outcome of the requests sent by the
initial user and intermediate user(s) is indicated by confirmation primitives from the network. The confirmation
primitive is similar to the COMMIT/ROLLBACK in the OSI CCR protocol.
Users who are not directly involved in this information exchange may still need to be informed about the status
of the call. Therefore the network informs, by means of an information primitive, a user of any change affecting
who can receive information it transmits or the information it can potentially access. The informed user plays
the role of an affected user. Information primitives are issued concurrently with confirmation primitives. To
keep the figure understandable, information primitives and affected users are not shown in Figure 28.
initial requesting user
request

final accepting user
service-provider
indication
response

intermediate accepting user
indication
final accepting user
indication
response

serviceprovider

request

confirm
response

confirm

Figure 28. EXPANSE-based OSI Time-Sequence Diagram
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Figure 27 and Figure 28 illustrated the use of some OSI definitions. Figure 29 illustrates other important OSI definitions that we use.
service-access-point

service-user
SU1

SU2
service boundary

service

service

SePr

service-primitive exchange

service-provider
protocol
layer
SU1

SU2
upper boundary

PE1

PE2
lower boundary

protocol entity
peer-entities
LL_SePr
lower level service-provider

lower level service-primitive exchange

protocol-data-unit exchange; protocol

Figure 29. Illustration of OSI Terminology
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Appendix B:

ITU-T System Description Concepts

ITU-T definitions are given in the Blue Book, Volume I - Fascicle I.3 [7] and in specialised
Recommendations such as I.113 [8] and Q.1290 [10].The following definitions have been taken
from the Blue Book [7].
Recommendations X.200 - X.290 describe data communication networks according to OSI.
Recommendations X.200 and X.210 (and many others) map directly onto OSI standards or
technical reports (X.200 maps onto ISO IS 7498 and X.210 onto ISO TR 8509). It is therefore
understandable that ITU definitions taken from these Recommendations map very well onto
OSI definitions...
All definitions and notes taken from ITU-T documents are italic, comments are not italic and
in a smaller font. We do not give all possible ITU-T definitions. The criterion to include ITU-T
definitions here is threefold. We give definitions of
1. concepts that we actually use
2. concepts that may be usable, confusing, strange, etc. in the context of this document.
3. concepts that are used in the definitions of 1) and 2).
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functional entity
1. (Rec. Q.9):An entity that comprises a specific set of functions at a given location.
2. (Rec. Q.9): A grouping of service-providing functions in a single location and subset of
the total set of functions required to provide the service.
We interpret the term functional entity to include entities that have remote significance (which we call protocol
entities), entities that have local significance, and possibly entities that have both remote and local significance.

interface
1. physical interface (Recs. G.960, I.430): The common boundary between physical equipment.
2. physical interface (Recs. I.112, Q.9): The interface between two equipments.
3. (Recs. G.701, I.112, M.60): The common boundary between two associated systems.
4. (Rec. Q.9): A shared boundary, for example, the boundary between two subsystems or
two devices.
Note 1 - An interface is used to specify once the interconnection between the two sides
of it. The specification includes the type, quantity and function of the interconnecting
means and the type, form and sequencing order of the signals to be interchanged via
those means.
Note 2 - Recommendation G.703, as an example, refers to physical, functional and electrical characteristics of interfaces that are necessary to interconnect digital network
components to form a digital path or connection.
5. (Series X*): A shared boundary between two functional units, defined by functional
characteristics, common physical interconnection characteristics, signal characteristics,
and other characteristics as appropriate.
Note - The concept involves the specification of the connection of two devices having
different functions.
There are a number of problems with these definitions. Definition 4 seems to indicate that an interface is restricted to one type of PDUs/messages. However, we interpret a physical interface to be an interface that is not
restricted to one type of PDUs/messages. The UNI is a valid example of a (physical) ‘interface’ over which
more than one type of PDUs/messages is exchanged, namely user data PDUs and signalling PDUs. The ‘specification’ of an interface according to definition 4 seems to us the definition of a protocol in case of a physical
interface! Unfortunately, definition 4 seems to be widely understood as the definition of ‘interface’.
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message
1. (Rec. E.131): A defined entity of information from the subscriber to the exchange pertaining to a call or a control operation for a service sent in one sequence over the signalling medium. A message may consist of one or more characters transmitted in one or more
blocks.
2. (Recs. F.400, X.400): An instance of the primary class of information object conveyed by
means of message transfer, and comprising an envelope and content.
3. signal message (Gloss. (VI.3)): Signal information pertaining to a call, management
action, etc., sent at one time on the signalling channel. A message may consist of one or
more signals transmitted in one or more signal units.
4. (Rec. Q.9): An assembly of information within a protocol transferred as an entity in a
telecommunication process.
Note - Specific qualifiers may be used to indicate a particular application, e.g., alarm,
message.
We interpret this term as being equivalent to a PDU in case of communication between two peer entities. The
definitions, in particular definition 4, seem to be consistent with this.

message-flow/message-flow diagram
There is no definition for these concepts in the ITU-T documents although the latter concept is often used in an
ITU-T context. We use the term ‘message-flow’ to refer to a ‘basic’ unit of protocol behaviour (for example the
set of messages involved in a successful call set-up) which can be described by a message-flow diagram. One
could call a unit of protocol behaviour a protocol element, but as we explained in Appendix A, this is not a wellknown concept and may be confusing. One should see ‘message-flow’ as an equivalent in ITU-T descriptions
for the concept ‘service element’ in OSI/TIOS descriptions.

(N)-layer
A sub-division of the OSI architecture, constituted by subsystems of the same rank (N).
We will call this a protocol layer. This is also an OSI definition.

(N)-protocol-data-unit
(Rec. X.200): A unit of data specified in an (N)-protocol and consisting of (N)-protocolcontrol-information and possibly (N)-user-data.
This definition is also an OSI definition. We abbreviate this to (N)-PDU. Additionally, we assume this to be
equivalent to a ‘message’ in the case of communication between two peer entities (i.e. in case of geographical
distribution). We use PDU to be specific about the distributed nature of the communication. For local information transfer we use the term ‘message’.
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(N)-service-access-point
(Rec. X.200): The point at which (N)-services are provided by an (N)-entity to an (N+1)entity.
We abbreviate this to (N)-SAP. This is also an OSI definition and is only meaningful in combination with the
OSI definitions of service, service provider, protocol entity, service primitive etc. and we will only use ‘SAP’
in that context. For systems described in terms of functional entities and physical components the interaction
points are all interfaces in ITU terminology.

peer entities
1. (Rec. Q.9, Glos.(VI.7, VI.8, VI.9)): Entities in the same layer but in different systems
(nodes) which must exchange information to achieve a common objective.
2. (Rec. X.200): Entities within the same layer.
We interpret the term peer entity to be a restriction of entities to those that have only remote significance (which
we call protocol entities, see remark under definition of functional entity). Definition 2 is also an OSI
definition.

physical component
There is no definition in the Blue Book for this concept. We use this term to refer to a group of entities (and
their relationships) which can be put into one geographical location in a realisation. This term is not restricted
to the ‘physical layer’ aspects.

protocol
1. (Recs. I.112, Q.9): A formal statement of the procedures that are adopted to ensure communication between two or more functions within the same layer of a hierarchy of functions.
2. (Rec. Q.9): A set of rules and formats which govern the exchange of information
between two peer entities, for purposes of information (signalling or data) transfer.
3. peer protocol (Glos. (VI.7, VI.8, VI.9)): A formal language used by peer entities to
exchange information.
4. (N)-protocol (Rec. X.200): A set of rules and formats (semantic and syntactic) which
determines the communication behaviour of (N)-entities in the performance of (N)-functions.
These definitions do not differ significantly from the OSI definition. Definition 4 is also an OSI definition.
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service
1. (Recs. E.800, M.60): A set of functions offered to a user by an organisation.
2. bearer service (Rec. M.60): A type of telecommunication service that provides the capability for the transmission of signals between user-network interfaces.
3. telecommunication service (Recs. I.112, M.60, Q.9): That which is offered by an Administration to its customers in order to satisfy a specific telecommunication requirement.
Note - Bearer service and teleservice are types of telecommunication service. Other
types of telecommunication service may be identified in future.
4. (Rec. Z.100): A service is an alternative way of specifying a process. Each service may
define a partial behaviour of a process.
5. CCITT service (Rec. X.300): Services defined in CCITT Recommendations, to be marketed to the users by Administrations. Different types of CCITT services may be marketed as follows:
a) Data transmission services, as defined in Recommendation X.1 and X.2 (i.e. circuit
switched data transmission services and leased circuit services);
b) Services involving additional functions, on top of those functions providing transmission capability (e.g. PAD, Telex, Teletex).
This concept is assumed to be equivalent to a telecommunication service.
6. (N)-service (Rec. X.200): A capability of the (N)-layer and the layers beneath it, which
is provided to (N+1)-entities at the boundary between the (N)-layer and the (N+1)-layer.
Definition 4 is almost the definition of an OSI service element! However, implementation aspects such as mapping of a service element into a single process are then assumed. How to interpret the ‘service’ concept is for
further study.

service element
(Rec. T.431): A unit of standardisation specifying a complete group of functions.
We will not use this definition, because it seems to have been made in a different context and because it may
create confusion. For us, a service element is defined in the OSI/TIOS context (see Appendix A). If ‘function’
is interpreted as ‘service primitive’ or ‘behaviour’, the definition suddenly looks very much like the OSI/TIOS
definition! Still, for ITU-T descriptions we do not need this concept.

service primitive
1. (Rec. T.431): The smallest defined interaction between the user and the provider of a
communication service.
2. (Rec. X.210): An abstract, implementation independent interaction between a serviceuser and the service-provider.
Depending on the interpretation of the concept ‘service’, definition 1 does not significantly differ from definition 2, which is also an OSI definition.
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Appendix C:

Types of Time-Event Diagrams

This appendix shows examples of time-event diagrams (including message-flow diagrams
and ‘hybrid’ forms) that we encountered in our research and which are different from the ‘standard’ diagrams we introduced in Section 4.2.5. Note that, as long as you know exactly what the
lines and spaces between lines mean, most diagrams are usable in our method. If they are not,
for instance because they are ambiguous, this is specifically indicated.
Figure 8 is a dual of Figure 8a. The same events as in that figure are shown, but the role of
the lines and the space between the lines is reversed: the time-axis at SAPs is depicted by the
space in between the lines and the time-axis at functional entities is represented by the lines.
This is a highly confusing diagram.
PE1 in
PC1
SAP
SAP
#1
#2

The meaning of lines and spaces
between the lines is reversed
compared with common timeevent diagrams

LL_
SePr

PE2 in
PC2
SAP
SAP
#3
#4

SP_req
LL_SP1(PL_PDU1, ... )
LL_SP2(PL_PDU1, ... )
SP_ind
SP_resp
LL_SP3(PL_PDU2, ... )
LL_SP4(PL_PDU2, ... )

SP_conf

Figure 30. Rare and Confusing Time-Event Diagram

Figure 31 shows a quite common message-flow diagram which is somewhat confusing in the
sense that the boundaries of both distinct interfaces at functional entities PE1 (I1/PI) and PE2
(PI/I2) are referred to by only one vertical line instead of the two lines one might expect (compare Figure 8b). In other words, PE1 as a whole is now represented by one line.
The lines under PE1 and PE2 refer
to two interfaces instead of one.

FE1

I1

PE1

PI

PE2

I2

FE2

I1_message1
PL_PDU1
I2_message1
PL_PDU2

I2_message2

I1_message2

Figure 31. Confusing Message-Flow Diagram
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Figure 32 shows the so-called style 2 of OSI time-sequence diagram described in [6]. Passage of time is represented by the angles of arrows in areas representing services users; the
meaning of the lines and the spaces between the lines is the same as in style 1 (see Appendix A,
Figure 27).
compared with ‘style 1’,
passage of time is indicated by the angle of
arrows rather than the
lines in the service
provider

calling service-user
x-request

service-provider

called service-user

t1

t2

t4

t3

x-indication

x-response
y-request

x-confirm
y-indication

Figure 32. ‘Style 2’ OSI Time-Sequence Diagram
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